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In Our 98th Year
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Grand Jury Indicts 46 -

1

qv*

•Calloway
Judge James
Lassiter today airan October 10 trial
date for Joe Brandon, 30, who faces
murder charges in connection with the
June 10 shotgun shooting of Wayne
Duncan.
The September Calloway Grand Jury
indicted Brandon Thursday.
The grand jury indicted what may be
a record for Calloway County Circuit
Court, 46, following three and a half
days of casework. The 12 member
panel, in a report handed to Lassiter
today, urged upgrading Cross Spann
Road to a "Triple A Road." Grand
jurors indicted,in the report today,that
overweight trucks are damaging the
road which leads from KY 94 to The
Hudson Barge Terminal.
The grand jury also returned a two
count indictment against Robert Earl
Cooper charging him with an August 16
rape and robbery of a 79-year-old Almo
woman. Cooper is expected to appear
for trial September 30.
Both Brandon and Cooper are in
Calloway County Jail in lieu of bond.

48

79

New recruits on Murrav Fire
Department received a chance
Momlay t sharpen their skills by
fighting a fire under controlled
conditions. The department burned an abandoned structure on
First Street and with two fire trucks
stationed nearby,firemen kept the
fire under control while practicing
techniques.

Chrisman To Run Against
Henley For Murray Mayor
Local voters will have a choice of
candidates in the races for Mayor of
Murray, Murray City Council,
Calloway County Sheriff and Hazel
Council when they go to the polls in the
November8 general election here. •
Murray City Councilman Melvin
Henley, who defeated present Murray
Mayor John E. Scott in the Democratic
primary for nomination to the mayor's
post, will be opposed in the general
election by H.Ed Chrisman.
Chrisman, a present city councilman
who did not seek reelection to the
council, filed his papers yesterday with
County Clerk Marvin Harris and will be
running against Henley in the race for
mayor on the "Independent" ticket.
In a statement to The Murray Ledger
& Times today,Chrisman said:
"I feel like from my observations of
the last four years, the mayor's job
requires a full-time mayor and I'm not
sure that a part-time mayor can do the
job required.
"Secondly, I have a strong affection
for the city of Murray and that was a
factor for me."
Among the other contested races is
the race for Calloway County Sheriff. In
that race, Max E. Morris,-who won the

Simms, assault in the first degree;
Randy Clark, trafficking in a controlled
substance, marijuana; William
"Rocko" Smyth and Torn Ford, one
count, trafficking in a Schedule II,
narcotic substance, cocaine, three
counts, possession of marijuana,
barbituates and amphetamines;
Patrick McFarland, Ira Lynn Taylor
and Barbara Cope, three counts,
criminal possession of a forged
instrument; Pete Fox,two indictments,
theft and first degree criminal
mischief; Ron king, carrying a
concealed weapon and first degree
wanton endangerment; Harry Davis
and Thomas Boze, first degree
robbery; Steve Brown, Randy Wilson,
Eugene Mohler and Charles Randall
Cunningham, three counts, two of first
degree robbery and one of trafficking in
a non-narcotic; Sandra Holinsworth,
two counts, second degree forgery;
Dennis Holinsworth and Brian Parr,
possession of a forged instrument.
Remaining indictments were not
available at press time today.

Hospital Board To Seek Bids
On $1 Million In Construction

Just
Practicing
•

Indictments returned this morning
include: David Williams, third degree
criminal mischief; Ginger Harpole,
three counts, second degree forgery;
David M. Ries, third degree burglary;
David Seeker, theft by unlawful taking
and failure to render assistance in an
automobile accident; Samuel Lee
Chadwick, two counts, theft by
unlawful taking and first degree
criminal mischief; Tony Williford,
third degree burglary, theft by
unlawful taking and first degree
criminal mischief; Glen Dale
Underhill, possession of alcoholic
beverages for purposes of sale in a local
dry option territory.
Other indictments were returned
against: Clay Yocum, trafficking in
marijuana; Duane Bennett, three
counts, trafficking in Quaalude,
possession of demerol and possession of
biphetamine; Donnie Crawford,
criminal mischief in the third degree;
Jerry Eldridge, theft by deception;
Jack 0. Simms and L.C. Martin,
assault in the first degree; Jack 0.

Democratic nomination over a field of
nine other candidates in the May
primary, will be faced by Independent
candidate Ted Alexander. Alexander
and Mrs. Ora Lee Lewis had both filed
as Independent candidates prior to the
primary election but Mrs. Lewis has
withdrawn from the race.
In the race for the seats on the 12member Murray Common Council, the
six Democratic nominees in Ward A
will be /Opposed by Republican
candidates Irma LaFollettee and
Stephen Yarbrough. The Deraperatic
nominees for the six spots on the
council from Ward A are Martha
Sammons, Dick George, Dave Willis,
Ruby Hale, Buel Stalls, Jr., and Billy J.
Ballentine.
One Republican, John Neubauer, will
be seeking to out-poll one of the
Democratic nominees in the race for
the six seats on the Murray Common
Council in Ward B. The Democratic
nominees for those six spots are Dr. C.
C. Lowry, Howard B. Koehen, Dr. J. D.
Outland, Johnny Rickman, Hardirnan
Nix and William R. Furches.
The other contested race is at Hazel
where eight candidates are seeking
election to the five spots on the Hazel

town board. Candidates running in that
race are Dewey Ealey, Joe D.
Thompson, Nancy McClure, Preston B.
Oliver, John J. Roach, William Pratt,
John F.Shendock and Ira Morgan.
The top vote-getter in the Hazel
Council race is traditionally named as
Hazel Mayor by the council. Present
Hazel Mayor Cy Miller is not seeking
reelection.
Tom Rushing and Bill Adams are
running unopposed for two seats on the
Murray Independent School Board.
Other uncontested nominees and
their offices on the general election
ballot include:
Robert 0. Miller, County JudgeExecutive;
Max Parker, Calloway County
Attorney;
Marvin Harris, Calloway County
Court Clerk;
Wimpy Jones, Calloway County
Jailer;
Tommy Walker, Calloway County
Coroner;
Tommy Bogard, magistrate, district
one;
Billy M. Erwin, magistrate, district
three;
Gil Hopson, magistrate, district four

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board is expected to begin seeking bids
Monday for just over $1-million worth
of construction on the local hospital
expansion wing.
The hospital board, in a Wednesday
night meeting, also accepted bids on
over $120,000 worth of steel, and new
elevators for both the new portion and
main hospital.
John Wilson, a consulting engineer
for the over $4-million hospital
expansion program, told board
members -bids on the whole shooting
match" will probably be accepted in
mid-October. Contractors will be
allowed to bid either on one project,
more than one or offer a package bid.
In all, eight packages will be sought:
moisture proofing; exterior systems,
drywall and plaster; glass, glazing and
aluminum work; a general package
calling for erection of steel, composite
roof decks and miscellaneous metals;
painting and vinyl walkup work;
remaining mechanical and electrical
work; and landscaping.
The remaining package calls for
seven office spaces. Stuart Poston,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
administrator said, Our intention
before it's finished, is to go ahead and
consider others."
The board also talked about legal
ramifications of whether to include a
pharmacy in the physicians wing of the
new building. Harold Hurt, an attorney
'sitting on the board, is slated to seek a

Tobacco Barn
Burns Wednesday
A tobacco barn filled with dark fired
tobacco on the farm of Mr. and Mrs.
Boyce Wilson was destroyed by fire
Wednesday about seven p.m.
Reports were that Wilson had just
come from the barn which is located
near their home, located at the
intersection of the Lynn Grove-Browns
Grove Road and the Otis Workman
Road,about ten minutes before the fire.
Wilson is one of the large tobacco
farmers of Calloway County. The
Wilson farm is the former farm of the
late Alvis J. Jones.

Kentucky Attorney General's.opinion
on the legality of having a pharmacy in
the new area.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board Wednesday night accepted low
bid of 6123,064 from West State Steel
Company, Dyer, Tenn., for steel on the
construction project. High bid was
$162,377. But, the hospital board
rejected a low bid on three elevators
and accepted a slightly higher bid
because, according to Poston, the
higher bidder, Alderson, didn't meet
the required specifications. The $55,900
bid is for two elevators in the
physicians office building. The board
rejected a.$25,900 bid from the same
company for an alternate elevator for
the hospital.
Murray-Calloway County's hospital
building program "is making real good
progress," Poston told the board
Wednesdai night. "The plumbers have
roughed in their work.. most conduit
and plumbing has been roughed in...the
decking is up," Poston said/He

Reading Program
Has Some Openings
Openings are still available in the
Small Group and Individually
Prescribed Instruction Enrichment
programs and Remediation by the
Division of Reading, Department of
Special Education, Murray State
University, according to Dr. Yancey
Watkins, professor and director of the
program.
The programs will be • held each
Monday and Wednesday from 3:30 to
4:20 p.m. in Room 341 of the
Department of Special Educ tion
starting Monday, September 19, Jand
continuing through Wedpesday,
December 7.
Five groups are being enrolled with
from five to eight students in each
group. They are first grade, two groups
second and third grade, fourth to sixth
grade, and seventh to twelfth grade.
Parents or persons interested may
call 762-2446 for enrollment or
additional information, Dr. Watkins
said.

1.

Indicated a masonary contractor,has
arrived on the job site. "We'll show
some real progress when he toughs in
the walls," the hospital administrator
described.
Structural engineers and others are
expected, in coming weeks, to run
concrete strength tests on footings in
the new construction area due to what
one board member, Calloway County
Judge Robert 0. Miller, called "a
sudden drop" in concrete strength
rating. "We're going back to make the
PSI tests and if they're bad we'll make
the contractor replace them and the
contractor will probably have the
concrete supplier replace them,"
Wilson told Mtge.
In other hospital board action:
— City-county hospital board
officials may establish a "one of its
kind" hospital malpractice trust
liability fund, pending approval. The
independent trust fund would involve a
50-50 split on cost from the hospital and
Medicare.
— The hospital is also expected to
begin looking for an anesthesiologist to
affiliate with the medical facility. Dr.
C. C. Lowery recommended the
medical doctor. "It's badly needed,
ladies and gentlemen," Dr. Lowery
said.

chance of showers
Cool with showers and
thunderstorms likely today, high
in the low 70s. Cloudy with widely
scattered thunderstorms tonight
and Friday. Low tonight in the
upper 60s. High Friday in the low
to mid 70s.
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LOCAL ISSUES FORUM

Gun Control
PRO:
By PAUL TAPARASKUS
MSU Dir. Of Paralegal Studies
Guns have played an important part
in American history. It is chiefly
because of our frontier past that the
argument that one has a right to own a
gun is accorded any weight at all.
Today, the frontiers have disappeared,
Most Americans live in cities, a
complex system of laws has been
established, and, yet, the guns remain.
Each year our inability to tear away
from this remnant of the. frontier
results in the death of theusands.
Some will argue that "guns don't kill,
people do," but, it can be shown that,
where killing another human being is as
crooking one's finger on a trigger, a
greater number will die. In America,
where gun controls are few,the murder
rate is five times as 'high as it is in
England, which has strict gun control

laws. Lax gun laws place the
instruments of destruction in the hands
of many who are not responsible for
their actions, who are not fully aware of
the consequences they may cause.
Some individual opponents will
maintain MT -there is a broad
individual right to own a firearm! But
they have apparently never read the
whole of the Second Amendment. The
Amendment reads, "A well regulated
Militia, being necessary to the security
of a free state, the right of the people to
keep and bear Arms, shall not be
infringed." As the U. S. Supreme-Court
decided in 1939, there is only a right to
keep and bear arms where that is
related in some way to the maintenance
of an effective militia. The Second
Amendment proteps the rights of the
states to maintairr an effective militia,
not the right of a citizen to own a gun.If
it
wished,
Congress
could
constitutionally Wu laws designed to
disarm every citizen. It has already
limited the power to own such weapons
as machine guns and mortars and hat
curtailed the importation of "Saturday

is it Needed Or Not?

night specials."
Thus, the question is -• should there
be gun control and, if so, how should
guns be controlled. Possible methods
might include registration, tar, PI.'
and the banning of some or all tpes of
guns. Heavily taxing the purchase ad
ownership of guns might have some
effect, but those with enough money
could still own guns, no matter how
responsible they are. It would also
curtail the use of guns for such
purposes as hunting. Registra t 1, IA'S
(Continued On Page 5)
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By JERRY A. HERNDON
MSU Assoc. Prof. of English
One of the first rights guaranteed to
all Americans was the right to own and
bear arms. In recent years many
irresponsible do-gooders have been
attempting to destroy this right by

EDITOR'S NOTE: The purrow of the local Issues Forum series is to
stimulate public interest in major issues at the local level. Reader response
to the thoughts presented in these two articles is eritou raged.
Letters should be addressed to Local Issues Forum, The Murray ledger &
Times, P. 0. Box 32, Murra‘,
42071 and should•be delivered to the
newspaper office by TuesdaL, September 20. Letters will be compiled and
,
published on Thursday,September 22.
Pro and con articles on another topic of rocal interest will be published
on Thursday,Sept. 29.
This series is jointly sponsored hs' the Kentucky Humanities Council, the
College of Humanistic Studie. at Murray State Univeisity, and The Murray
Ledger & Times.

establishing gun control laws. The disarming only the citizens who are
great fallacy of gun dontrol is that it already law-abiding and peaceably
cannot accomplish the objectives its inclined? I predict an increase in
violent crirne, not a decrease, if we
advocates desire.
create a situation in which we have an
The argument that "gun control" is a
means of "crime control" is simply armed criminal class and a disarmed
silly. Only the law-abiding citizen will citizenry. The criminals will quickly
obey gun registration laws. If laws take advantage of their opporunity to
giving the federal or state governments expand their activities. Their fellow
authority to. confiscate firearms are citizens will be at their mercy. The
eveFenacted, only the peaceable citizen
police cannot be eVerywhere.
who respects . the law will obey. The
Another objection to "gun control"
criminal will ignore such laws, just as laws can be made. Our system of
he ignores laws against theft, robbery, justice is based on the idea that a
urder. rape, kidnapping, and other
person is innocent until proven guilty.
crimes. It is his way of life to break the
Proposed laws for the confiscation of
law, and he will continue to do so, handguns and .other firearms violate
regardless of the nature of the lasts • this principle. If these proposed la%
enacted. He will obtain _guns on the
were passed, they would make the
illegal- (black ) market, if they are simple possession of a firearm a crime.
outlawed. If he commits a violent crinie They are based on the assumption that
with a firearm, he will be prosecuted
a person should not be allowed to own a
for the crime of violence, not for the
gun because he might Misuse it. In
lesser crime of possessing an illegal other words,,such laws assume that a
weapon. Thus, there is no deterrent in
person who Has a gun is a potential
such legislation, except again for the
criminal. He is judged guilty without
law abiding
trial. A person should be punished for
Bow can crime be reduced by
i Continued On Par 5)
A
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Down Concord Way ---

k

Murray Woman
as93rd Birthda

1Deok-AU*.
Abigail Van Buren

Many Changes Made At Concord In Past Year
By Estelle Spleeland
September 8, 1977
Seeing so much traffic going
by my door, I sometiMes
wonder if people like to live in
the same place any more.
It seems to me that a sense
of belonging to a place where
one has memories, roots, and
associations, is very important to Andrei.mid -to-the
aged, as well as to all accustomed to living near
kinsmen and friends.
Mrs. Berline Lovins who has
been IV Parkview Hospital,
Nashville, Tn., more than two
weeks after serious surgery
has appreciated all the cards
from "folks back home."

By
Mrs. Ethel Hargis, known as in the hospital,she came home
"Grandma- to hundreds of to resume an active normal
people in this area, was 93 life. Mrs. Hargis wishes to
years old the 12th day of thank all her friends for the
August. She still sews for the beautiful flowers and many
public, very seldom misses many cards. Special thanks
chtirch, and is ready to go at are extended to her doctor,
DEAR ABBY: In reply to HURT WIFE, who asked,
the mere mention of the word. Dr. C. C. Lowry; SetalaL__,wheAr_makiwappay_..suarziad,--religtious—man--go- r,
1a
—ITC)-hilii-S—
ofillIcil life is "I live 'Richard Weisenberger; and place like a massage parlor?" yeu replied: "Curiosity. Lust.
foi myself and the other President Jimmy Carter.
An' itch for variety. The fear of missing something.
peison. If it weren't for the
Wanting to be 'one of the boys.' Being too chicken to refuse
other person and my children,
when one of his pals suggested it. Temporary insanity."
I wouldn't want to live."
Abby, did it ever occur to you that maybe he just
wanted a massage!
The Murray woman was
HANELINE GIRL
ARTHUR
honored with surprise potluck
Mr. and Mrs. Artie
supper at the MurrayDEAR ARTHUR: It's possible. But if YOU had been
Haneline, 1607 Belmonte
Drive, Murray, are the writing this column for more than 20 years, ru bet that's
parents of a baby girl, the LAST answer you'd have come up with.
Amanda Joy, weighing seven
DEAR ABBY: I may be old-fashioned, but I can't see
pounds, seven
ounces,
(
Of Interest To
teaching sixth and seventh graders sex in the schoolroom.
measuring twenty inches, They are a long way from needing that kind of information.
born on Friday, September 2, Why rush them? If you start putting ideas about sex into
at 6:16,p. in. at the Murray- their heads, first thing you know, they'll start
Calloway County Hospital.
experimenting.
They
have
another
No wonder we have so many unmarried mothers among
daughter, April, age three. teenagers. I read in your column that venereal disease is
The father is employed by the now an epidemic in this country.
What can be done to stop all this sex education, Abby?
Murray Fire Department.
CONCERNED IN ILLINOIS
_ Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Houston of
DEAR CONCERNED: If there really WERE all the sex
Murray Route Eight and Mr.
education you claim there is, we'd have LESS teenage
The Senior Citizens' Band
and Mrs. Burie Haneline of pregnancy and V.D.—not more.
Mayfield
Route Seven,
No one has to put "ideas" about sex into the heads of played at the Kentucky State
Coldwater community. Great children. It's there already. Sexual feelings and curiosity Fair at Louisville on Monday,
grandmothers are Mrs. Lottie about sex are natural and normal in all children. And so is August 22.
Band
members
parRichie of Mayfield Route experimenting.
were
Ideally, parents should provide their children with a ticipating
Meda
Seven and Mrs. Jetta Houston
;proper sex education, but surveys show that most of them Jackson, Lath Boyd, Alma
of Murray Route Four.
Mrs. Ethel Hargis
do not, so some schools provide it. Unfortunately, the only Cooper, Mary Lamb, Florene
-has 93rd birthday
states that have laws requiring sex education in the Erwin, Minnie Bell Shrader,
Intermediate Group
schools are Hawaii, Kentucky, Michigan, Maryland, Daisy Wickoff, Lottie Bowden,
Calloway Park where all her
Missouri and North Dakota. (Louisiana expressly forbids
Willie Emerson, Lillie Farris,
children, grandchildren and
To Play On Tuesday
it. I The old saying,"What you don't know can't hurt you"is
great grandchildren met. On
not true. On the contrary—it CAN hurt you. And it's Hazel Ahart, Erma Lovett,
Maggie Paschall, Charlie
Pairings for the In- hurting all of us.
Sunday morning, August 14,
termediate
Group
Marr, Christine Thurman,
of
Women's
her
members
of
sixty-eight
Nola Thrisman, • Hazel Lock,
DEAR ABBY: Why do people place so much importance
family went to Union _Grove. Tennis of the Murray Country
Church of Christ to worship, Club for play on Tuesday, on manners? From the time kids learn to walk and talk, Mable Pearcy, Treva Washer,
polite.
and Thyra Crawford.
where her son, Henry Hargis, September 20, at nine a.m. adults hassle them about manners and being
I don't see what good it does to stand up when an older
Certain members also
have been released as follows:
is the minister.
Court No. One — Janna person or a lady comes into the room. And there are
participated in comedy skits
they
church
After
dozens of other rules that come under the heading of during the
performance.
celebrated the event with a Hughes and Lynn Stout vs. "manners" that make no sense at all.
Charlotte
Gregory
and
Carol
Hazel Ahart, acting as a
dinner in Mrs. Hargis honor at
Maybe you can explain it to me.
House Hibbard.
the
Colonial
DON'T GET 7 flapper, danced while the song
Court No. Two — Lochie
"Five-Foot Two" was played.
Smorgasbord. Present for the
DEAR DON'T: To answer your question, no one said it Charlie Marr and Hazel Locke
occasion were her seven Landolt and Mary Frank
performed a routine while the
children and their families Valentine vs. Kay Ray and better than the late and great Amy Vanderbilt: '
band played "Won't You
thirteen Nancy Fandrich.
include
which
"Good manners are the traffic rules for society in
Court No. Three — Penny general. Without good manners, living would be chaotic, Come Home 'pill Bailey?"
grandchildren and their
husbands, and thirty of their C,appock and Nancy Ryan vs. human beings unbearable to each other. Reduced to a Daisy Wickoff 'tid a handthirty-six children. Dr. and Agnes Payne and Frances phrase, good manners is consideration of other people in clapping act to the tune of
respect to their feelings, their safety, their privacy and "Yankee Doodle Dandy."
Mrs. C. C. Lowry were special Hulse.
Substitutes
are
Pat their full nodal rights and privileges."
Lillie Farris and Willie
guests.
Emerson portrayed "Minnie
Prior to Mrs. Hargis' bir- Thompson,Jane Prince, Janie
For
Abby's
booklet,
"How
to
Have
a
Lovely
Wedding,"
thday, she became ill and had Ryan, Marilyn Adkins, Sheila send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Pearl and Hesey."
Among the other senior
to go to the hospital for major Grogan, Vickie Miller, Jan Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
and
Betty 1240 envelope.
citizens attending the fair
surgery. After seventeen days Wilson,
Buckingham.
were
Jones,
Elizabeth
Raymond Ralph, Margaret
Ralph,Pauline Cooper, Johnie
Futrell, Lithe Miller, Maudie
Kennerly, Wallace Dowdy,
Opal Waldrop, Christine
Garland, Novie Hale, Annie
S
groom-elect, of Louisville will
corist
Miss Betty Jo Ward,
be the ring bearer.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
& GARDEN CENTER
The groom-elect has chosen
James H. Ward of Murray, Jeff
BEST SNACKS
Baker of Louisville as his
and Ronald S. Sanders, son of
The best snacks are bite-size
by Jean McClure
best man. Ushers will be Mike
foods you'd otherwise have at
Dr. and Mrs. Harold G.
Alexander of Lexington,
Sanders
of
Louisville,
have
Transplanting perennials and hardy bubs is an easy job for the
cousin of the bride-elect, Ben your regular meals. In other
completed plans for their Renda
words, snacks should conhome gardener. To move perennials, dig them up in the early
of Indianapolis, Ind.,
wedding on Saturday, Septribute
to your daily needs for
spring. It is important to replant them at the same depth at
Harold G. Sanders II of
which they had been growing. If the perennials are a few years
tember 17, at 1:30 p. rn. at the
nourishing foods. They should
Louisville,
brother of the
old they will have grown into large groups which you can
First Baptist Church, Murray.
groom-elect, and Bob Ward of not be extra sweets, or overseparate with your fingers. Larger species may require a knife or
Dr. Sanders, father of the Murray, brother of the bride- rich goodies. For weight
sharp spade for dividing the roots. Hardy bubs — those left in
watchers, snacks should be
groom-elect,
and Dr. Judson elect.
the ground — include crocuses Nies, tulips and daffodils. It is
B. Holloway, grandfather of
best to replant these bubs after they have bloomed, as soon as
All.friends and relatives are counted as part of one's
regular meals.
the foliage has disappeared completely.
the groom-elect, will perform invited to attend.
SHIRLEY RORIST & GARDEN CENTER, 502 North Fourth Street,
the double ring ceremony.
753-21, 753-8944 offers a complete landscaping service so
Miss Ward has chosen Miss
whet'hilt you have commercial or residential needs come on by
Susan Sanders of Louisville,
and talk over your needs with us. We are the only full time comsister of the groom-elect; as
plete florist, garden center and nursery in this area so place your
her maid of honor. Pam
confidence in us.'Flowers and Plants for all Occasions Hours
Mon.-Sat. 8-5.
Doughty of Mayfield will be
HANDY HINT:
the flower girl, and Hr Glen
Replant only the outer roots of perennials.
Sanders III. nephew of the

Massage Parlor Patron
Not There•for Backrub

B12744fx-

Cards can be appreciated some useful business or the
when one is unable to answer Harp Store is sold there is only
the telephone or talk to callers Thomas Bucy's lot with its
when doctors order quietude. deep well for sale on one side
Being cohscious of the love of the highway.
Across from the Bel's
and prayers of those one has
known always is very Concord Grocery, Floyd
essential in times of illness McClure's big garage with its
and loneliness in unac- graveled parking lot has a
For Sale sign on it.
customed surroundings.
4

former' Concorder, Quintus
Patterson,leaves only three of
the ten children of Tom and
Betty Patterson living.
There is very little left of
Old Concnrd now. There is
little room for change, for
unless the former New Concord School is converted into

I

change for Concord. We can

remember that once the
present barber shop in one
room of this garage was a
small restaurant with mouth
watering homemade pies.
On this busy highway,
Concord needs a good eating
place to accommodate not
only hungry housewives tired
of cooking, but travelers,
truck.drivar.s,-and-people
all walks of life.
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The crew of the Princess would like to Thank all the
people in the Murray area who rode with us this
summer. We look forward to seeing.you all again.

Senior Citizens

Local Band Gives Program
At State Fair, Louisville

.

414)

Ellison, Hildred Sharp, Jo
Coleman, Mina Ramsey,
Esther Sigmon, Molena Armstrong, James Bass, Inez
Scarborough, Ovie Sue
Galloway, Mary Gertzen, and
Verona Grogan, Murray
director.

C

IAAPAPI

Kenlake State Park running daily at 2:00
during Sept.& Oct.

,1111mi
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7:30 Only 1
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Ward & Sanders Vows
To Be Read Saturday

MURRAY
DRIVE
IN

„7"ite.cultF

Open 7:00-Start 7:30

•Thru SAT.*
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:
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Offense
Stoppers

The

For AltYour
Photographic Needs
*Kodak Cameras,
Film 8 Supplies
*Canon 35 MM
Cameras

Wan ,
'Kodak

*One day delivery
on items not in stock

PRODUCTS

'Photo finishing

ScorKsias

Creative Photography
- 753-7360

by °orris & Mays, Murray
304 Main St.
Ted Wilson, Mgr.

M97701°
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Thursday, September 15
Hazel Woman's Club ‘,k ill
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at seven p.m.

'Ma COMMUNITY
•
CAI/E NDAR

Thursday,September 15
Thursday, September 15
Fourth semiannual tractor
John Roake, comedian, will
pull sponsored by Alpha
in the Student Center
perform
Gamma Rho fraternity, MSU,
Auditorium, Murray State
will be held at the Livestock
11:30 p. m.
and Exposition Center, University, at
starting at seven p. m. for
Murray Business and information call 7534890.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Professional Women's Club is
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
scheduled to meet at fi:30 p.m.
the Ellis Center.
at the Murray Woman's Club
Murray Middle School
House.
Parent-Teacher Organization
Murray_ Women of the
will meat seven p us fnr
will-meet at eight p.m.
Moose
open house. .
at the lodge hall.
County
Murray-Calloway
Freed-Hardeman College
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Men's Stag Night of Murray
Associates will serve dinner in
the University Church of Country Club will be at 6:30 Order of the Eastern Star will
Christ annex at six p.m. with p.m. with Buddy Buckingham, meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
the cost being three dollars chairman, assisted by John hall.
per plate. Virgil Trout will be Gregory, Bobby Johnson, and
Friday, September 16
the special featured speaker. Chad Stewart.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
...rirrrrrirrrIrlrlre:W TT V V•
at Piney Campground in Land
Between the Lakes in conFor All
junction with Campers Fair. A
dessert and business meeting
will be at eight p.m. Friday.
Stop by

Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Randy
Cunningham at seven p.m.

Formal Wear

114 N

Murray Formal
Tuxedo Rental
Co. Inc.

Shopping for Senior Citizens
by the van will beat 9:30 a.m.
and one p.m. Call 753-0929 by
9:15 a.m. for morning and by.
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
shopping.

ft.

Located on the College Shcv

We DO NOT Sub-Rent!
You can view

hundreds of
tuxedoes in stock, then make
your decision. If by some chance we don't have what you want
and it's by After Six we can get
it.
We Can Fit You!
aaaaaaa a I a • 1

after
Six

Golf
Randolph
Boots
Tournament will open at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park
and continue through Sunday.
The Place from Murray will
present a fashion show for the
ladies during the tournament
events.

•CA_•JLA JL1L.1

Saturday,September 17
Murray High Band will hold
a car wash at Astro Car Wash,
Chestnut Street, from eight a.
m. to six p. m. Proceeds go to
Orange Bowl Travel Fund

NOW IN MURRAY
PAUL WINSLOW'S
Room
Royal
Rainbow
Kirby
Brook
Fasco

Vacuum Shop
r We sell over 50 makes and models
r We service toy Vacuum ever made
Full tine bags, belts & parts
r Rug shampooer:& floor cleaners

Eureka
Premier
Filter Queen
Regina
Naltielean
Bissell

Microwave Ovens and Kitchen Aceessories

COMING SOON!
Opening Monday, Sept. 19th

PAUL WINSLOW'S
Olympic Plaza — North 12th Street
Open 10-6 Mon.-Fri.
9:30-5 Sat.

759-1636

Saturday, September 17
Chapter M of PEO will have
a luncheon at twelve noon at
the home of Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey, Sr., with Mrs.
Maurice Christopher as
cohostess.
Murray Shrine Club will
have its monthly social dinner
at the Triangle Inn at 6:30
p.m.
1
Campers Fair will be at
Piney Campground, Land
Between the Lakes, with open
house at the campground from
ten a.m. to five pm;

orth Murray
Club Meets
On Friday
The
North
Murray
Homemakers Club met in the
home of Mrs. Charles
Robertson on Friday, September 9, at 1:30 p.m. with the
president, Mrs. Edgar Morris,
Presiding

Necessary Luxuries

Ten members answered the
roll call by Mrs. Charlie
Crawford, secretary. The club
organized for the fall '
programs and literature was
presented to the officers. Mrs.
Morris reported on the recent
council meeting and announced that the area meeting
Dried Plant Demonstration will be in Hickman on October
and Display will be at Empire 19.
Farm from nine a.m.,to five
Foods chairman, Mrs.
p.m., and a stream stroll will .Robertson, read a lig of the
start at Center Station at 9:30 foods canned and frozen this
a.m. in Land Between the season. Mrs. Esco Gunter
Lakes.
showed the lap desk she had
made in the craft ',lesson on
Septemberfest Western display for the members to
and
Style Square Dancing
• see
Round Dancing will start at
Mrs. Bailey Riggins gave
Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park and continue the landscape notes on
"Selection and Care of
through September 24.
----11L--Evergeeens."
Mrs. Gunter conducted the
Adult Dance will be at
Jaycee building at Jaycee recreation and refreshments
Fairgrounds at eight p.m. were served by the hostess.
The October 14th meeting
with music by the Outlaw
will be held at the home of
Blues. Open to the public.
Mrs. Greene Wilson.
Sunday, September 18
Annual Darnall reunion of
the descendants of the late
Henry and Alice Peterson
Darnall or Darnell of Marshall _
County will be held at the
large pavillion at Keillake
State Resort Park with a
basket dinner at noon.
Gospel singing featuring
The Hinsons, Florida Boys,
and Dixie Echoes will be held
at the Calloway County High
School gymnasium, College
Farm Road, at eight p.m., as
Murray
sponsored
by
Fraternal Order of the Police.

Totes

Mobiles

Pots

Baskets
Gifts

Hangers

Puzzels
Shells

Games

HALF OFF
SALE

50%

CLOSING OUT ENTIRE STOCK
Fri.
Sat

Sept. 16, 17& 18

Sun.

Noon to Nine
Located Next Door To

lip `Bags cLantegt
Aurora, Ky.42048

'Everything to 'Boot!

Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU will meet at six
p.m. at the church.
FASHIONS BY...

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Turner will be honored at an
open house at their home on
'Almo Route One in celebration
of their golden wedding anniversary from two to six p.m.

• Bass
• Frye
• Footworks
• Naturalizer
• Life Stride

PASS, ay cHloble
In chocolate
ot 53.00

A reception in honor of Mr.
and Mrs. Herman C. Sams,
Sr., on their golden wedding
be
anniversary " will
Fellowship Hall of First
Baptist Church, Fulton, from
two to four p.m. Their
daughter is Mrs. Kenneth
Adams of Murray.
Spring Creek Baptist
Church will hold its annual
homecoming with all day
services and a basket lunch. If
unable to attend send
cemetery donations to Lexie
Watson, Murray Route Two.

FRYE,

Mrs. Hutson
Speaker For
Goshen Meet

Sale

3 Hours Only!

Sue Anne Hutson presented
the program on "How To Have
A Happy Home" at the
meeting of the Goshen United
Methodist Church Women
held at the church on Wednesday,September 7, at seven
p. m.
Mrs. Hutson said that strong
faith in God is the most secure
foundation for a happy home.
Other points she listed were
consideration for each family
member, mutual love and
trust, and cooperation with
each other. Delpha Rhoades gave the
devotion on the theme of
"Love" using as her scripture,
I Corinthians 13.
The president, Mrs. Hutson,
presided. Reports were by
Glenda Wilson, secretary. and
Anna Wright, treasurer The
projects committee reported
on the progress being rn: ii on
the classroom renovation The
closing prayer was by Acnes
Watson.
Refreshmens were ,Trved
by the hostesses, Nettie Beach
and Lucille Rollins, to the
seventeen members prgent.
Announcents were made of
at
the Annual District
First Church, Martin. Tri ''n
September 11, and the Fall
Mission Study at the 11n.sden
United Methodist Churl h,
Dresden, Tn., October 2 frcrn
two to four p. m.

FOOTWORKS..
48 00

USE STRIDE,
boot m blur ,,of
dork
prtceclot 39.00

NATURALIZER,
,
i• $8.00

exciting
new Fall styles!
D,ess,Casual,Western,Br ight s hos it all to boot'
BOOTS Esvec ,olv
' The bottom I.ne for Tall
when they're knee deep in good kink'. lie 'hew
rust o sampling of our evr.1}1r11
st• styles
C 01!c•C tton Trends that ore right to ,he rn,ute
kr. 011 of the wonted For colors to complemen•
that favoilte,wordrobe From the I 7" high Nfi..
FID 4,e'sr,00P• little Por8 boot soul1 hod?
ot Boght's

HOSPITAL PATIF T
-- William Mason of
has been dismissed '
Lourdes Hosal,

IL
4

Pr.c4d ot 32:00 to 78.00

BASS ov

lohic
• 69 00
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Let's Stay Well

Principals Cothran(CRyan Speak, Kappas

By F J L Blastrigame, M D

speech and hearing therapy,
and the enrichment program.
Jane .Hopson, chairman,
presided. Jennifer Crouse
served as secretary in the
absence of Linda Stockton.
The financial statement of the
general Murray Woman's
Club and the Kappa Department was presented. The
group voted for each member
to buy one cook book.

Roy Cothran, principal of
Southwest
Calloway
Elementary School, and Mary
Ryan, principal of Robertson
an.d Carter Elementary
Schools, were guest speakers
ever mental symptoms may gradually precipitate at the meeting of the Kappa
0. Ms. C. J. has an younger patients?'
A. Much depends on the appear,. particularly if an emotional or anxiety Department of the Murray
elderly relative who has
state in elderly persons. Woman's Club held on
developed mental trouble cause and the nature of the they persist ldr worsen.
mental
trouble.
perThey may be lonely and Tuesday,September 6, at 6:30
older
addition,
In
whether
know
to
and wants
An older person should sons who show an onset of isolated and not involved p.m. at the club house.
a psychiatrist can benefit
older persons. She asks, have the benefit of a psy- mental problems should enough to stimulate their
Mr. Cothran discussed .the
'Do, they respond like chiatric consultation when- have a thorough examina- minds and bodies. They new educational progrirms
able
to
be
not
take
some
other
tion ,to rule out
MAY
ithe- rtnintY.
organic disease. It may not care of their bathing and —afiltrreixis within
the new reading,
and
react He explained
be readily apparent, such grooming
disability, and
as an internal malignancy, adversely and emotional- learning
arts
Kogram in the
practical
low': thyroid activity (mild ly. Financial problems
myxederna ), anemia, or a may bring on a deep feel- schools.
Top-quality grained leather, allMrs. Ryan spoke on her job
chronic infection which ing of insecurity. The old
in-one crepe .sole and heel. Brown
mildly persons may be anxious as being a facilitator and
the
person
makes
Available in infants',
or blue.
toxic. Correction of the about going out on the translator between the
children's, misses sizes
disease may reOtore the street for fear of phsyical schools, board, students, and
person's genet-Al health harm or robbery, espe- parents. She also explained
and bring a return to nor- cially in dense urban the programs within the
mal of the workings of the areas. Imparement of gro- schools such as learning
cery shopping may lead to disabilities, special education,
mind.
Depression is a common chronic malnutrition.
In evaluating the mental
form of mental disorder
that also affects older per- and emotional state, it is
become essential that the life situasons.
They
Colors:
fatigued, withdrawn, and tion under which the perWALLACE GUESTS
Navy
irritable. Sleep may be son lives be reviewed and
Mrs. Michael (Cecelia)
FREE GOLDEN EGG
Brown
disturbed. Severe cases evaluated. It may be that Crossett and son, Mac, of
as advelise0 on N.
FREE with menus
may result in suicide. the death of a relative or Colorado Springs, Colorado,
Sizes
542-8
of RED GOOSE SHOES
Medication is available to friend has had a telling will arrive Friday to spend a
help to shorten or lessen effect, or a move to a new, week with their parents and
less agreeable situation
the state of depression.
Murray, Ky. 4
grandparents, Dr. and Mrs. A.
510 Main
Related social problems has brought on symptoms.
D Wallace, while Dr. Crossett
Older
persons, like
in maneuvers with the U.S.
is
young ones, are educable
and often will respond to Arim in Germany.
treatment.
Pleasing with pleats
Because of the increase
.\ plaid, pleated skirt looks
in the number of elderly hos! with knee socks and
citizens and because of tailored erepesoled flats, and
their unique needs, some worst with bare legs and esD
physicians are now speci- padrIlles
alizing in diseases of this
'group (geriatrist). An increasing number of mental
specialists are limiting
their practice to treating
the elderly (geriatric
psychiatry.
Some older persons exJeans Wrap Skirts
perience fantasies, a sort
of second childhood, but
Jackets Blazers
they are harmless and rep(with Shirts including Blouson, to match.(
resent an escape from
boredom.
Admittedly, some men4 Ita
tal deterioration of the
Seuthside
brain from hardening of
Shopping
V
the arteries (senility) or
Center
types of mental disorders
(such as paranois characterized by fixed, untrue
ideas) fail to respond.

Psychiatric Treatment of the Elderly

THE BOY-LOOK
GIRL SHOE

Reports were heard from
the projects committee with
Mary Taylor as chairman.
The department voted to
donate from the Haunted
House proceeds $200 to the
Community Theater and
divide the remaining amount
between the Calloway County
Football Team, the Murray
High Band,and a P. A. system
for the Murray Woman's Club.

Dr. Richard R. Cunningham
FACOG PSC
Will Continue To Practice
At

807 Poplar
Telephone

753-1340
After Hours And Weekends

759-1550
,-61474*-e- .s;

cAAttludi

ant& maul(4.•c4Attuusflott141 coita Atim41,4,cAkitAik810#.41

Koret City Blues
Denim

fate, pitkur
"RiL4ue204 1

4P
014

Clothes Closet

SENION,10.

„

Obstetrics And Gynecology

Family Shoe Store

If5k0
dr' ARR1105

The contest chairman gave
reports, and also the Haunted
House co-chairmen. The
group voted to sell tickets on a
pedal ear, donated by
Dennison Hunt to be given
away during Haunted House.
Following the school day
theme, sack lunches were
brought by the members.
Brenda Coop presented the
bispifitfan.

FALL FASHION
COORDINATE SPORTSWEAR

fr.

Put-togethers that spell autumn pure
and simple. Tops and pants in great
new colors & patter'ns just in time
for back to school. Reg. 1200 to 2000

42025
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/
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One and two piece polyester
dresses in the season's softest
fabric. Superbly cut for free
and easy flowing style.
Reg. 2799 to 2999
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B. Classic leather coat with luxurious
collar of Australian Opossum. Sizes
6 to 18. Mahogany, cherry and wine.

33

4"1

A. Full length genuine leather multipatch coat in assorted fall colors.
Beautiful stitching. Sizes 5 to 10.
Reg. 890° 4.900 sa ve 40%

f
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NEW FAtL HANDBAGS

40$'11

Just arrived for you in all

(oat°1- 14sese.A

1

Save 50%

styles & colors.

1:4)

Red. up to 999
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BARGAIN TABLE!
Regardless of cost all summer.
stock must go. Reg. up to 2399

slteree nee
of.

.

200

bstoowirod ha4
t REHR'S.CHARGE • MASTER CHARGE • BANKAMERICARD

*OPEN 10 TO 9 *SUN 12 30-5 30
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER - MURRAY KY

.GrtaullAk Ata,• NeuipatkfC3•Muvuult6.1.00.upbctiwilie,141.EcuthutiftGmtet,...ic
•
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Garrott's Galley

EDITORIAL

1

relatively smaller number of
tax-paying workers will be able
to provide. The subcommittee
is proposing that the number of
retirees be increased still further. At what point will the
taxes they pay be eaten up by
the benefits they receive?
This problem apparently also
bothers Rep. James Burke (DMass.), the subcommittee
chairman. He argued that the
issue of mandatory coverage of
government workers be put off
until long-range Social Security
problems are considered.
Government workers, for
whom Social Security is now an
option, may object, too. Some
government agencies, in fact,
are pulling out of Social
Security on grounds that better
pension coverage is available
from private plans. In addition,
a civil service worker can
retire after so many years of
service with full pension
benefits. Under Social Security,
he or she would have to wait until retirement age for full
benefits, while receiving a
reduced civil service check in
the meantime.
But the crux of-the matter is
whether a reform with a potentially dangerous long-range impact should be used to deal with
an immediate problem. Burke
is on the right track. The issue*
needs to be studied and debated
in the context of the Social
Security systemls future into at
least the next century. •
—The Commercial Appeal

ez.mrLOCAL ISSUES FORUM

PR

44.

1•1.

2

•
•

(Continued from Page One)
using a firearm to commit a crime of
violence, notfor merely possessing it.
- It is true that the freedorri to own and
use firearms is misused or abused by
some Americans. The results are often
tragic. But, as in most such cases, a
minority commits the abuses, and it
makes no sense to destroy the freedom
of the majority because a minority is
careless or irresponsible. All our
freedoms are abused by some of our
citizens, but the possibility of such
abuse is the price we pay for having the
freedoms. We should not let ourselves
be persuaded to surrender a freedom
because some people abuse it.
It would make as much sense to
argue that we should get rid of oxygen
because it is necessary for destructive
fires as to argue that a freedom should
be destroyed because it can be used
destructively. Both freedom and
oxygen have their constructive uses,
too. We can't live without oxygen, and
we can't live worthwhile lives without
freedom.

CON:
(Continued from Page One)
have sometimes been effective, but,
even with such laws, it is still too easy
for guns to get into the wrong hands.
Also, comprehensive registration laws
could create an expensive new
bureaucracy.
One relatively simple method which
would stop the increase of gun-induced
deaths is the banning of handguns.
Under such a law, only police and
military officials would own handguns.
The average citizen could still own
other firearms, but would be required
to turn in all pistols.
be
not
would
The hunter
inconvenienced by such a law because
he would still be able to own his rifle or
shotgun. Handguns have never been
hunting weapons: they.are designed for
the purpose of killing people, not
animals. The citizen who feels more
secure with a gun in his home would
still have a gun, but it would be a rifle,
rather than a handgun.
Would such a prohibition be
effective? It would take years for
handguns to be removed from society,
but, when that is accomplished, it could
dramatically reduce the number of
violent deaths. Well over half of all
murders are committed with handguns.
Even if all handguns iiisappeared
tomorrow there would still be murders,
but one stands a much better chance
against an assailant with a knife or club
than he stands, at present, against one
armed with a handgun. Where the
weapon used is a shotgun or rifle, the
potential victim is more likely to be
forewarned that an attack is imminent
and can more often take steps to avoid
tragedy. Handguns are too easy. to
conceal and they make it too easy to

Finally, perhaps the most serious
objection to "gun control" legislation is
this: Proposals to take our guns away
to keep us from hurting ourselves are
baqed on the assumption that Uncle
SaM knows best how to direct our lives.
thil is an insulting idea. As a free
people, we are competent to take care
of ourselves.
If we are to remain a free people, we
must remain a responsible people. We
must not allow Washington to assume
the responsibility to direct our lives.
The scandals of the last few years
should teach us that those who govern
us are often irresponsible and
untrustworthy. If we surrender all our
freedoms to such characters, who will
prevent them from abusing all our
rights and privileges? "Gun control" is
really "people control," and will lead to
other controls on the population of the
United States. Uncle Sam's appetite for
such control seems to be increasing
rapidly. If we forget to keep an eye on
our so-called servants, we may soon
discover that they are really our
masters. We may find out the truth of
Washington's
statement
that
"government is like fire: a dangerous
servant and a fearful master."
maim and kill.
. If *handguns are banned, will only
"criminals" then have access to them?
Congress passed a law severely
ownership of
the
restricting
submachine guns in 1934 after they had
gained notoriety during the Prohibition
era. Today, the problem of illicit
submachine guns is minimal. While
collecting the fifty million handguns
now in the hands of Americans would be
a task of a much larger order, there is
not doubt that, given time, it could be
substantially accomplished.
A black market in handguns would
Certainly exist, but what is important is
that most handguns be collected. In
arguing that "when guns are outlawed,
only outlaws will have guns," gun
control opponents conveniently ignore
the fart that ite.is usually not the
hardened criminal who murders.
One stands a much better chance of
being murdered by a relative or friend
in a fit of passion than he does of
meeting death at the hands of some
"stranger-criminal." Such assailants
are generally law-abiding until the time
when they murder, and it is to be
expected that, as law-abiding citizens
they would comply with a law banning
handguns.
Each time there is a national tragedy
involving handguns, the result is an
immediate emotional outcry for more
stringent gun control laws. When a few
months have passed, the -tragedy is all
but forgotten and we go on about our
business with little having been done to
stop the killing.
What is needed instead, is a rational,
unemotional determination that we
need to Make murder more difficult
and we can most easily accomplish this
objective by banning the manufacture
and ownership of handguns. This is not
a "cure-all," it is not a "sure thing,"
but it is a logical step worth taking by a
nation which ptofesset the high value of
human life.

C,amai

Here's A Great Idea
For Raking Leaves

The Quick Fix
How did Social Security get
into its present crisis, which
threatens to see reserves for
old-adage benefits exhausted in
1983?
By
intemperate
congressional reaction to immediate pressures — the compulsion for a quick fix.
The House Ways and Means
Social Security subcommittee
seems to be headed down the
same road again.
By a 7-2 vote, the subcommittee has approved a
proposal that all federal, state
and local government employes be covered by the Social
Security system. The purpose
is to get a massive injection of
employe tax dollars to bail the
trust funds out of trouble.
About 6.7 million more
workers would be taken into the
system. Those workers are how
members of the civil service
retirement plan. The subcommittee envisions that civil
service benefits would be cut
back to the level of a supplemantary retirement income
comparable to private pensions.
It sounds good, as far as
coming up with $10 billion in
new revenue for the ailing trust
funds is concerned. But what
about the long-range impact on
the
financial
system's
stability? Already there is
major concern that the growing
number of Social Security
retirees in the future will
require more benefits than the

Bs l.

inion Page
Agree Or Not

Building Plan
Is Long-Range
FRANKFORT — People in state
government were agog last week after
Gov. Julian Carroll announced the
results of a study made by a private
corporation about future building needs
of state government and the relocation
of agencies.
The long-range plan calls for the
relocation of 52 separate state agencies,
but a lot of state employes seemed to
get the idea that the mo* would be in
the near future.
•
Actually, the plan as prciposed will be
culminated in the year 2000..
Tel bear some state employes talk
about it, the average listener would
think that the moving is somewhere in
the very near future. Moving of
government agencies, as they expand,
isn't something new in, Frankfort, for
that seems to be a process that happens
every year.
Everyone here knows that state
government grows some every year as
the population in the state increases
and the demand for services expand.
Now, there are 10,000 state
government employes in Frankfort, but
many of them commute to their jobs
within a 75-mile radius of the Capital
City. Gov. Carroll announced pains r
a new court building near the Capifal,
but he di n't give a .definite location.
The ne court system that goes into
effect, he first of the year, new district
judges replacing county and city police
courts, is going to require some space
in Frankfort for administrative
services, as will the 'flew Court of
Appeals since the Supreme Court has
replaced the Appeals Court as the
state's highest tribunal.
The survey also says that the state is
going to have to build more state
buildings in Lexington and Louisville
by the year 2000 to handle the
expanding size of state agencies.
The private consulting frim, SUA
Inc., recommended that it would be
cheaper in the long run for the state to
construct buildings to house state
agencies instead of leasing quarters
from private developers.
Some proposed leasings of buildings
have been points of controversy in the
B

Georg.. ii:ichrtt

•Carroll administration. The most
recent was a proposal to lease quarters
from a private developer for the state
library.
Legislators are eyeing the study as a
vehicle to accomplish a long-sought
goal of having offices for them in
Frankfort. Now,the only office that the
legislators have is their desks in the
House and Senate chambers although
the leadership of these two bodies got
permanent quarters on the third floor of
the Capitol about four years ago.
Before that, they had temporary
quarters during the legislative
sessions, and other government offices
took these quarters over after the
legislative session ended.
A new courts building has been in the
talking stages for years. Nothing has
developed in the form of bricks and
concrete, but Gov. Carroll said last
week that he expects one to be
completed before he leaves office.
The study shows 52 state-owned
buildings in Frankfort housing
government agencies and 76 leased
buildings. The state-owned buildings
provide 1.7 million square feet of space
while the leased buildings provide
604,000 square feet of space.
The state is now just completing
moving of divisions of Human
Resources into the new building
constructed on East Main just back of
the Health Building built there during
the administration of Gov. A.B.
Chandler.
The health department was moved to
Frankfort from Louisville during Gov.
Chandler's administration, a move that
_wasn't popular with the workers in that
division of with the city of Louisville at
the time.
One of the big problems today for
citizens ,out in the state is finding the
departnient they wish to visit when they
come to Frankfort. They're scattered
all over town, and sometimes the
address has changed since the last
visit: This study provides a long-range plan
to centralize the various departments
in one area _instead of having them
scattered all over Frankfort.

on these performances of a couple
It -might be just a wee bit early at the
weeks back at the Murray Country
moment to be thinking about raking
Club.
leaves, but I've been sitting on this ides
It was during one of the club's weekly
for months. The time is about ripe to
late Friday afternoon mixer activities
pass it along to you.
— a Twilight Golf get-together — that it
It was sent to me by Pam and Jerry
happened.
Kelly, who live at 1504 Dudley. I had
This season the format has been a
written a column about my leaf raking
weekly ,"scramble" with two men and
experiences and how I detest the chore,
two women in each foursome, playing
although I love the beauty of the trees,
as a team. A "scramble" works like
especially in the fall.
this: Each member of the team hits his
The Kellys' note concerned a couple
or her ball. The best shot —
friends of theirs, Bob and Mary
positionwise as well as distance -- is
Garland, who live at 108 Hickory Drive,
selected.
and how the Garlands took a page from
Then the other three players go get
Torn Sawyer's book to help ease their
their golf balls and all hit their second
leaf-raking woes last fall. You might
shot from the point where the previous
make a note of it and try it.
best shot came to rest, repeating the
Here, according to Mrs. Kelly, is
process on each stot. This gives the
what the Garlands, who have plenty of
team four chances to make good on
trees and leaves on their place, did as
each shot. The scores posted look like
she related it:
pro tournament scores!
"Mary called us one day and said she
On this particular afternoon, Venela
was having a few couples over for a
Sexton, Name Villanova, Bobby Fike
leaf-raking party," she wrote. "It was
and Bill Phillips were in a foursome.
to be on a Sunday afternoon, and we
Not only did they post a seven-underwere asked to be there at 2:30. We were
par 29 for the nine holes played, but
to bring our own rakes.
they also scored an eagle two on the 405"We went over at 3:30, thinking we
yard 5th hole when Ve,nela holed a wood
would miss some of the leaves, but still
shot from 150 yards out. Actually, that
get in on some of the fun," she went on,
was equivalent to a hole-in-one. Many
"but you wouldn't believe the leaves! It
are made from less distances than that.
was like shoveling snow back home in
A long-ball hitter and a finalist in the
New York!
championship flight of this year's
"Mary kept everyone saturated with
match play tournament, Fike had put
plenty of hot chocolate or hot cider to
the team into position with a booming
keep us raking. Once we had finished,
255-yard tee shot only moments before.
she served us hot chili and we roasted
Needless to say, they won.
hot dogs outside. You might try that
+++
next fall with your leaves."
I didn't know you could still buy
A great idea!
anything for a dime. You can — a.
+++
We can't zip up.,the golf season in — pocket comb. Piobablyircause so few
people use them any more.
Murray without focusing the spotlight

Today In History

'

In 1959, Soviet Premier Nikita
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, September 15th, Ithrushchev arrived in Washington to
begins 13-day visit to the United States.
the 258th day of 1977. There are 107 days
States.
left in the year.
Ten years ago: The liner queen
Today's highlight in history:
Mary, no longer able to compete with
On this date in 1549, Konrad
Adenauer became the first chancellor air travel, began its last voyage across
the Atlantic to New York.
of West Germany'.
Five years ago: Secretary of State
date:
this
On
Kissinger met in Paris with
Henry
In 1777, the Polish aristocrat,(bunt
Casimir Pulaski, was commissioned a North Vietnam's top negotiator, i.e Duc
major general in the American Tho.
One year ago:. Daniel Moynihan was
Revolutionary Army.
winner, over Bella Abzug, of
declared
of
Department
S.
U.
the
1789,
In
nomination for the
Democratic
the
Foreign Affairs changed its name to the
Senate from New York.
Department of State.
In 1914, during World War I, German
New Guinea and the Bismarck
NICirray Ledger 8r Times
Archipelago surrendered to the British.
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
In 1938, British Prime Minister
Editor
.
R Gene McCutcheon
Neville Chamberlain flew to Germany
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4. Christto try to mediate a Germanmas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
dispute.
Czechoslovak
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N 4th St.
Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray,
In 1942, in World War II, German
Murray,Ky. 42671.
of
city
Soviet
the
attacked
armies
SUBSCRIPTION RATES, In areas served by
• carriers, $2.50 per month, payable in advance.
Stalingrad.
By mail in Calloway Count', and to

Bible Thought
Therefore it soy man be in Christ:
he is a new creature: old things are
passed away; behold, all things an
become new. H Corinthians 5:17.
Just as the new day lives us a
' chance to start anew, so Christ ives
us the chance for a new life —
forgiveness.

Benton, Hardin, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky . and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $17 50 per
year. By mail to other, destinations. $3210 per
year.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
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The Associated Fyess is exclusively entitled to
republish local nevis originated by The Murray
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news
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Business Office
753-1916
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Retail I Display Advertising
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Circulation .
753-1916
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Looking Back

Kentucky Closeup
10 Years Ago

Tobacco Farmer
Is Book Producer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Rain
drove Gray Zeitz out of the tobacco
fields but it didn't spoil his day.
He returned to the little shop where
he designs, sets and prints books. You
won't find them on the best seller list..
They are, however, works of art
intended for those who have a craving
for texts "put together with devotion
and skill in good type on good paper".
Zeitz isn't getting rich minim* a
private printing press in Monterey. an
Owen County community of 200 '•i
have friends who own farms so I work
for them to supplement my income
His shop turns out "one or two big
books and several pamphlets a year.
They're from first time authors...
Prices range from $2 to $30 for a
special edition of poems on Japanese
hand made paper.
"Some people aren't familiar Aith
handprinted books so I make it a
practice of carrying a few with me
wherever I go," said Zeitz. We often
travel_ from I door-to-door trying to
Interest the public in the idea that a
book can be an aesthetic object.The 27-year-old printer became
addicted to ink and type while attending
the University of Kentucky. He worked
at King Press on the campus and in 1TiP
decided to publish his own magazine

"I quickly learned that magazines
don't support themselves," he said. "I
felt I would have better luck with books,
so I found a press and got started."
Zeitz said the challenge comes in
"designing a letter that looks well by
itself, or a type face that is unusual.
Letter design is not a dead issue with
us."
Some of his work will be on display
this month when Liberty National Bank
le Trust Co. sponsors a festival of fine
print here.
Where does he get his manuscripts?
"Some I select myself," he said.
"Others come from people who feel
they have written good verse and would
like to have it published."
Zeitz makes them a unique offer.
"They leave the manuscript with me.
After I read it, I lay it aside for a year to
give it time to settle in my thoughts."
If Zeitz decides to go ahead with
Publication,the author gets a good deal.
"He pays nothing and I split the profits
with him."
It's a lot like tobacco, he continued.
"You grow a crop, get what they give
rt
you but you don't have any su
price."
The production of books by hand is
almost a religion with Zeitz.
"A book sorts dies- the minute you
print it with a machine."

Olive Street will be widened from one
to four feet on the north side from
Fourth to 'Seventh Streets as Southern
Bell Telephone Company plans to place
an underground cable under the
sidewalk on the north side.
The Murray State College Board of
Regents voted to proceed with plans for
the Ax-story classroom building which
will be erected between Wells Hall and
University School:

ArmyPFC Morris.G. Prescott has
been assigned to an Engineer Group in
Vietnam. George Barrow of Hazel Route Two
was honored on September 10 with a
dinner in celebration of his 70th
birthday.
Miss Betsy Howton, third grade
teacher at Fullerton, California, has
been the guest of her parents. Dr. and
Mrs. E. B. Howton.

20 Y ears Ago
Peggy Outland, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Outland, has received a
scholarship of $1,200 in edlication to
Murray State College by the Keeneland
Foundation of Lexington.
Carolyn Wilson, Pamela Tidwell,
Rosemary Smith, Marilyn Youngblood,
Janet Like, June Foy, Annette Palmer,
and Linda Lawson won blue ribbons for
items entered in the 4-H Division of the
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville.

30 Years Ago

S. Lloyd Collie of the Calloway
County Soil Conservation Water
District, has returned after tompleting
three weeks of intensive training in soil
and water conservation at Coshocton,
Ohio.
Mary Louise Baker was elected
worthy matron and Buel Stalls elected
worthy patron of Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star.
Mrs. Lillie Miller has returned from a
three weeks' trip to California.

p
.

Bessie Marie Collie of Murray Route
One is one of the authors whose work
has merited a place in "Rhyme 'N'
Rhythm," this year's most outstanding
volume of lyrics and poetry.
More than twelve local fitms have
made arrangements to date for exhibits
at the Calloway County Fair at Murray
on September 17, 18, and 19.
Pvt. Walter E. Shackelford, Jr.,
graduated from a thirteen weeks' basic.

training cycle at Fort Knox.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of
Murray State College, will open the
annual fall meeting of the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum
Development at Kentucky Dam on
September 19.
Mrs. Wendell Binkley, and Miss
Rachel Rowland presented a lesson on
"Sandwich Making For All Occasions"
for interested members of the Calloway
County Homemakers Club.
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Standing On
The Firing Line
By Mike Brandon

flashed the bunt sign to place Boston in the American the opener.
Rangers 2, Angels I
advance Thurman Munson to League East. Baltimore, with
Texas right-hander Doyle
second base. He squared 6-5 and 4-2 victories over
around on the first and third Toronto, sneaked into second Alexander stopped California
2 games behind New on three hits and became the
1
pitches, but didn't offer at place, 2/
winningest Ranger pitcher
tosses by Boston's Reggie York.
Elsewhere in the AL, this season with 15 victories
Cleveland.
lstdown to lose to Varshall County. The Marshals may have
"I had to talk to (third base. Detroit swept a pair from against 10 losses.
proved how touglvthey are when they lost to Todd Centred
CoachDick)Howser about the Cleveland,3-3 and 2-1; Kansas - -Texas' John Ellis drilled his
Last week, On the other hand, watch for the Todd score
sign because I don't bunt often City beat Oakland twice, 5-2 third home run of the year in
because they could be better than what everyone thinks.
enough to know it," said and 6-0; Minnesota blanked . the third inning.
Tigers 5-2, Indians 3-1
the Chicago White Sox 7-0;
Saturday's OVC games: Murray vs. OPEN DATE by 38
Jackson.
A sacrifice fly by Ron
Unable to gently lay the ball Texas edged California 2-1,
— The way the Racers played last week, I can't let the opportunity slip by.
down, Jackson worked the and Milwaukee beat Seattle 8- LeFlore in the 10th inning
a
Tigers
the
gave
count to 3-2 and instead laid 5.
Also for Saturday: AUS,,ITN PEAY at Mars Hill by six,
doubleheader sweep. The
By The Associated Press
Orioles 6-4, Blue Jays 4-2
East Tennessee at FURMAN by 21, EASTERN KENout the Red Sox,smacking his
BASEBALL
Lee May belted a two-run Tiers had ended a six-game
TUCKY by 40 at Wittenberg, Middle Tennessee at UT26th home run of the season
American League
MARTIN by 20, Youngstown at TENNESSEE TECH by six,
and giving the Yankees a 2-0 homer, his 23rd, in the first losing string in the opener, in
SEATTLE MARINERS — victory Wednesday night.
game and smacked a run- which Tim Corcoran doubled
Western Kentucky at AKRON by seven, and MOFtEHEAD
Hale, The triumph, the Yankees' scoring double in the nightcap, home two runs and Ben
John
Acquired
at Marshall by one.
outfielder, from the Toronto second in two games in a pacing the Orioles to their Oglivie pounded out four hits,
Blue Jays.
crucial three-gathe series with sixth and seventh straight including a solo homer. FOOTBALL
Twins 7, White Sox 0
the Red Sox, lifted New York victories.
National Football League
Dave Goltz, 18-9, checked
Royals 54,A's 2-0
2 games ahead of third1
3/
ATLANTA FALCONS —
The Royals continued to the White Sox on seven hits
Signed Jeff Yates, tackle and
make a mockery of the race in and became the first pitcher to
Sign McDaniels
Tom Moriarty, defensive
the AL West, winning their throw a complete-game
back. Waived Ron Mabra and BUFFALO (AP) — The 13th and 14th stfaight games, shutout against them this
Jones, defensive backs; Buffalo Braves have signed 7- a club record and a major season. The Twins snapped a
Bob
The
period.
first
conversion
his
Coach Bill Miller and
Sonny Collins and Billy foot center Jim McDaniels, a league high this season. The six-game losing streak.
East Calloway Laker football failed.
Brewers 8, Mariners 5
Neither team threatened to Pritchett, running backs and free agent who played last Royals' magic number now is
team do not believe in
Sixto Lezcano's three-run
nine; they lead second-place
score in the second quarter Shelton Diggs, wide receiver. season in the Italian League.
superstitions.
homer in the fifth highlighted
McDaniels, 29, a one-time Chicago by nine games.
First of all, the first time and at halftime, the game was SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS —
Sullivan, big-money draft choice,
Pat
Waived
Dennis Leonard hurled an a Milwaukee comeback that
East Calloway tried to play a still tied at 6-6.
Late in the third quarter,the quarterback; Rod Martin, averged 2.6 points in 35 games eight-hitter in the second enabled the Brewers to wipe
football game, they were
boarding the bus and received Lakers scored what proved to linebacker, and Kermit for the Los Angeles Lakers in game and Jim Colborn out a 5-0 Seattle lead. Reliever
word the game had been be the winning touchdown as Johnson, running back. 1975-76, his - last National scattered seven hits but Eduardo Rodriguez allowed
Association needed relief help from Larry Seattle just four hits over the
called off because of rain. halfback Randy Dawson Placed Elmo Boyd, wide Basketball
Gura in the final two innings of final 1-3 innings.
That stroke of bad luck that connected with Nick Willough- receiver on the injured season
took place Tuesday.
by on a 55-yard pass play for reserve list. Placed Mike
But the most unusual stroke the TD. On the conversion, Baldassin, linebacker, and
'tr
of bad luck came Wednesday East quarterback Dale Martin Steve DeBerg, quarterback,
when East Calloway traveled found Lester Wood open and on the two-man taxi squad.
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS —
If Noah had to fill his Ark again. He would
to Benton to play the Indians the Lakers went up 14-6.'
Lurtsema,
Bob
Signed
in a makeup game. As the
Only one time did Benton
start at Pet World
Lakers were standing in a pre- really threaten again. The defensive end, and John
Waived
end.
tight
Sawyer,
game huddle, a,black cat ran Indians had the ball on the
in among the group.
Laker 40 with about a minute John McMakin,tight end.
GREEN BAY PACKERS —
The real bad luck belonged left in the game. On a fourth
to Benton as they dropped a and 12 play,- defensive end Acquired Randy Vataha, wide
14-6 contest to East Calloway. David Holland sacked .the receiver. Placed Gerald
Waal (look late Alligator)
Poodles
"We were in our pre-game Benton quarterback for a Skinner, offensive lineman,on
Trarantvlas
Boners
warm ups and were all hud- seven-yard loss and East took the injured reserve list.
Crabs
Hermit
Terriers
Cairn
Reactivated
Terry
Randolph,
ci gfflield and let the
dled together and this black over near n
Boa-Constrictors
Australian Terriers
defensive back. Waived Perry
cat just walked in there," East clock run
Basilisk Winds
Dachshunds
coach Bill Miller said.
"Our defense was the most Griggs, wide receiver.
Parakeets
Spanieh
Cocker
"Here we are, getting ready important thing for us,"
BASKETBALL
to play our first game ever. Coach Miller said..
National
Basketball
We all looked around at each
"We really played a good Association
Complete Line of Pet Supplies, Tropical Fish it Supplies
other and I asked if anybody defensive game. Our statistics
BUFFALO BRAVES —
was superstitious and we just showed Gene Thurman and Signed Jim McDaniels,
laughed it off," Miller said. Nick Willoughby with 10 center, as a free agent.
So the Lakers were able to tackles apiece and linebacker, DETROIT PISTONS —
laugh at the beginning of the
James Hounshell had eight' Signed Jim Kennedy, Herb
game and they were able to
tackles.
Nobles and Robert Lewis,
laugh a little after the game as
"Offensively, Dawson had forwards.
111 By-Pass
153-4131
Murray, Ky.
they rode the bus home as
73 yards rushing. our ofLOS ANGELES LAKERS —
winners.
fensive line did a pretty good Released Bo Lamar,guard.
Late in the opening quarter,
job in controlling the line of
on a third and five from the 47scrimmage. And another
yard line of Benton, halfback
thing I was pleased with was
Randy Dawson took the ball
the fact we had just three
and went up the middle. He
penalties in the game and all
didn't stop until after he'd
of them were five-yarders.
crossed into the endzone. The
Our kids were ready to play
two-point conversion failed
and we had no stage fright at
and East led 6-0.
all," Miller added.
Benton got the kickoff and
East will host South Martook over around their own 40.
shall next Tuesday in a 5 p.m.
The Indians ran down the
game. Also in the county
clock and piled up the yardage
system, Southwest 411 host
as they capped the long,
Ballard Memorial at 5 p.m.
sustained drive with a sixand North will travel to Paris
yard run near the end of the
to play a 6 p.m. game with
talented Grove Junior High.

Sports Editor

Football Predictions For Friday
Assuming nobody (except myself) is particularly concerned with how the predictions went last weekend,let'sget
on with what you're waiting for.
Murray High at MAYFIELD by 28— Still stinging over
their loss to the Tigers last year,the Cardinals will be out to
httiiliate the Tigers. The simple fact is they should. After all, Murray did lose 21 of 22 starters.
Okay. Let's march on. For a smaller town,51Syfield has a
nice football facility and since they don't have a university
to support, all the fans of football in Mayfield throw their
support behind the high school team.
Since the era of "five-down" football at Mayfield
catapulted them into much area recognition, they have
remained tough to beat, especially at home. Yes,there's a
lot of pride at Mayfield. They have so much talent for a
'-small town, year after year. And their stadium is matched
• only 1),x1Tilgturian's, as far as high school stadiums go. And
of coarle, they have an outstanding band at Mayfield too,
: though they aren't national champions like Murray High.
So as you can see, there's a lot of pride. And that pride
• went along with the fall last year when Murray won over
- Mayfield, ending their 10-game winning streak over the
Tigers.
It would be nearly impossible for the Tigers to win. In
fact, they will do well to score since the Mayfield defensive
unit is so big and aggressive.
The Tiger defense has not given,up a point this season but
that will quickly change Friday. The Tigers have won over
Reidland and Fulton County and both of the clubs-couldn't
touch Mayfield with a pickup truck fUllief 10-foot poles.
Oh well, that's the way it is. I'm mud in Mayfield and
now, worse than that here. It's tough being a sportswriter.
Now, for those of you who are football fans and are interested in other games, we shall continue.
Last week, I went 8-3 with high school games to up the
. record to 14-5 for the season. In the Ohio Valley Conference,
the picks were 4-2 and the record there for the seasonsis 6-2.
The overall record,for OVC and high school,stands at 20-7.
The surprises last week at the high school level were
Todd Central's win over Marshall County, Ballard
Memorial's win over Lone Oak and Atayfield's win over
East St. Louis. In the OVC, I picke(Delaware to beat
Eastern and Western Carolina to beat Tech. Both were
' wrong. I picked Murray to lose by three to Delta State and
though the winner was right, gosh,did I ever miss the point
• span. More on Murray State later next week, since thank
goodness,the Racers are off Saturday.
Here are the rest of the high school predictions for
Friday:
BALLARD MEMORIAL at Reidland -- Fred Gibson at
Lone Oak said Ballard was the second worst team one of his
teams has ever lost to. Well, if he were to lose to Reidland,
he might change that a bit. Nothing personal Don but don't
count on this one. Take Ballard by 13.
FULTON at Crittenden County — Old faithful is playing
again and as usual, they'll blow up. Take Fulton City by as
much as you want.
Daviess County at CHRISTIAN COUNTY by six — The
Colonels are home, that's the only regson. You don't-bht
Christian County at their place in anything,tiddly-winks included.
BOWLING GREEN at Apollo by-21 — Morel!they wish.
BRENTWOOD at Fort Campbell by 14 — Why would I
pick Brentwood by 14? Well, Brentwood beat Mayfield by 22
and Mayfield beat Fort Campbell by 28, and I don't like
comparing scores.
Fulton County at HEATH by 56— Right. No misprint on
that one. The Pirates will want to beat Fulton County worse
than Murray did, just to impress Murray, right? No, Heath
is actually a better club than Murray and probably won't be
able to keep from winning by such a large amount.
Russellville at TODD CENTRAL by one — I'll miss this
one but Todd is at home and they are coming off a win.
Russellville may be a bit better.
Marshall County at TILGHMAN by 20 — The Blue Tornado could have a little letdown after coming's* close to
Owensboro then losing. But, it would take more than a little

Homeowner loans.too.
When you're after really large '
amounts, the equity in your home is a
valuable asset. You can use that equity
to back very sizable loans from us. And
that's nice to know.
Next time you want money, whatever
the reason, think of us. If you're more comfortable feeling you can depend on us for
small loans, we really don't mind. Because
YCIIICremember, we mostly think big.

WP.POW W*ANIA.
111.4.0.1101100,116.• •

By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
Bunters build runs a base at
a time. Home run hitters, an
impatient lot, deliver them in
four-base clusters.
Reggie Jackson is no
bunter.
of a
u
In the ninit —irung
scoreless game between the
New York Yankees and the
Boston Red Sox, Jackson was

Sports Deals

East Gridders Get Win
Over Benton In Opener

Fish Specials This Week/
2Price
1

Pet

World

AWES AIZIVC
THE ALL NEW

FORD TRUCKS for 1918

Maybe you don't
make a $3,000loan every day,
but we do.
Actually, that's just a middle-size loan for
us these days. We make some for less.
And a lot for a lot more.
So we're not a "small-loan" company,
but a large loan center. And a good one.

1

Yanks Beat Bosox Again, Orioles
Remain In Race, Sweep Blue Jays

Norton Says
All's Chicken
To Fight Him

By JACK STEVENSON
Associated Press Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,612.16 17.80%
Ken Norton continues to
$3,600 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80% wonder whether Muhammad
All will ever fight him again.
$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
"I'll believe it only when I
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68% climb Mt° the ring with him,"
said the No. 1 challenger from
....Annual Percentile* Rat*
KY-1
Los Angeles, who beat All
once and then lost two.
disputed decisions to the
current heavyweight boxing
champion.
In Bel-Air Center, Murray
Norton, at 223 pounds, first
Phone: 753-5573
has a date with Jimmy Young
Charles Marcussen, Mgr.
on Nov. 5, and the two tuned
r• up with easy victories in
nationally-televised bouts at
litere got your loan
Palace
Caesars
here
W.Up to $7..50a
Wednesday night.
Norton says All wants to
but
him,
avoid
the
heavyweight champion — who
has a title fight on Sept. 29
against Earnie Shavers — has
gone on record saying he
would put his title at stake
against the Norton-Yo,ung
winner.
213-pound
a
Young,
Philadelphian, started slowly
but picked up speed and boxed
hiss way to a one-sided 10round - verdict over Jody
Ballard,205, of Houston.
Norton started even Ilow,,
and got tagged a couple of
times. But at the end of the
fifth round he knocked out No
10-ranked Lorenzo Zenon, an
awkward 207-pounder from
Milan, Italy.
Monthly
Payment

Months
To Pay

Total Of
Payments

cREDrDIRT

APR'

Over 20 of these new 1978 Ford trucks in stock for your selection
Offering a complete variety of trim & colors!
If we do not have your choice, we will get it.

a.

,.

LESS MONEY

tri—V

When You See

Ron Wright, Wells Overbey, Carlos Jones,
Paul Garland, Larry Scott or Ed West

PARKER FORD
4,4...... t"..'\

Street Phone 7534273
4-. 700 Main
.. ..
ti„.2..
isle__
Murray, Ky.
lip —

•

a
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Tigers Underdogs For Mayfield Game
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The "know nothings and
nobodys" will play the BIG
RED MACHINE Friday night.
In plain and simple English,
that means Murray High will
be playing at Mayfield.
"I told my kids last
Saturdny .that's just what it
was going to be," Murray
coach John Hina said.
"We're the know-nothings
and nobodys and they are the
Big Red Machine, in all
capital letters. We're not
depressed or upset by the fact
we're the heavy underdogs.

We feel like we have a good
team but whether or not we're
good enough to play with
them, we won't know until
Friday," Hina said.
Last year, it was a different
story as Murray High came
into the game as the favored
team. The Tigers escaped
with a l2-7 win qyer _ _the
Cardinals and it was the first
time since 1965 Murray had
beaten Mayfield.
That's history.
This time around, there's no
question about who should win
the game. Mayfield is big,
strong and powerful. They

OCK3D

WHAT DOES A
5-CYLINDER
CAR
LOOK LIKE?
N

COME
TEST-DRIVE
THE
NEW LARGE
AUDI 5000.

1111
oe
N

Carroll VW-Audi,
Inc.
753-111150

1100 Chestiet

GOOD

GARAGES
CUSTOM BUILT

Fort Campbell and East St. Sutherlin and Taylor. They
Louis, Mayfield is again are a comedy team. They
coming back up in the polls. make everyone on the
Mayfield side of the field
Hina said.
"With all of the size, speed laugh with joy. On the other
and experience they have, side, they bring havoc.
Phil Sutherlin is a 6-3, 225they simply have to be the
overwhelming favorites. Our Pound All-Stater who plays at
boys know this. They read the right guard. He's been scouted
by every big-name school in
paper too.
-''Thej; -Tuve an atieseiniv-ithErmuntry. Reside him Is 6running attack and their 4.̀2. 230-pound George Taylor,
quarterback, Jeff Boyd, is one another hands-down bet for
Tiger Stats
of the finest in the state. In All-State honors. Again,
every
phase of the game, Taylor is also a prime target
NT MOM
Bumph's
188 every position or what have of scouts and every school in
Garland
9 you, Mayfield has the ad- the SEC is chasing him hard.
Kendall
24
Quarterback Jeff Boyd has
Parkas
19 vantage over us on paper,"
Mike Hibbard
76 Hina
been on a hot streak and is
added.
Johnsen
10
Nick Hibbard
Football games aren't virtually unstoppable. He has
57
3 played on paper, otherwise, been 11 of 13 in his last two
7
the game Friday could simply games for 221 yards. He's
Adams
Garrastazo
9 be called off and nobody would tossed four TD passes to Joey
Rollins
12
Garfield
-16 have to worry about any in- Shelton, a 6-3, 180-pound split
Total
445 juries or anything like that. So end who is also a brilliant
nernses
Richardson
2-21 even though Mayfield will go college prospect and an AllCatleU
2-34 into the game with the role of State candidate.
Gifliam
2-s
2-15 Goliath and Murray with the
The Cardinals are deep with
Thtdr
Totals
8-116 role of David, there will be a
talented runner. The leading
Garland
4-11-1
87 score kept and there will be li.sher this season has been
Rollins
4-5-0
49 fans at the game and so on.
jbnior halfback
Darrin
Total.
6-16-1
116
Nobody is sure why McAfee. He gained 83 yards
PUMA
Kendall
6-142
32.0 Mayfield lost 29-7 in the season
against the super East St.
TOTAL 01.41161
Rushing
445
222.5 opener to Brentwood. But Louis club last week.
Passing
116
58.0 since then, the Cardinals have
Other outstanding runners
Total
561
280.5
unbeatable. They for the Cardinals include
been
OPPONIST1 MINS
Rushing
46
23.0 smashed host Fort Campbell,
Bubba Henley, Jeff Jackson
Passing
30
15.0
Total
76
311.0 always a strong club, 28-0 and and Gary Hobbs.
MAU INCOTOINIS
then last week, shocked East
Defensively, it's much the
Parham
1
St. Louis 20-19. At the time, same. Taylor and Sutherlin
Stephanie&
Jones
1 East St. Louis was supposed to again head
up Mayfield's
Utley
2
Cartwright
2 have been one of the very top defensive unit which is as
Catlett
1 teams in the nation, according' mean and
tough as a dog who
lbtals
,
8
to a national publication.
'
thas been locked up inside a
11111111CM1111111
Cartwright
The Cardinals are rich in butcher shop and hasn't been
KORAN
Bumphts
allowed to eat for a week.
32 talent.
Richardson
6
The right side of their ofThe nose guard is Jess,ie
M Hibbard
6
Utley
6 fensive line could open holes Holder and the linebackers
Tharpe
6 for anyone. In fact, the inside are
Gary Hobbs and
Gilham
6
definition of "fun" is being a Brad Sparks, meaning there
Adams
N Hibbard
6 member of the Cardinal back- just isn't much
of a way to run
TOTAL PIMA
Murray High
76
38.0 field. Because up on the line to against the Cardinals. The
Opponents
7
35 open the holes are the team of secondary
all
returns,
meaning there just isn't much
way to pass against the
Cardinals either.
have four players who will
easily be All-State selections.
"In the pre-season polls,
Mayfield was number one in
Class 2-A but then after their
loss to Nashville Brentwood,
they dropped back down. But
Brentwood is one of the top
five teams in Tennessee in
their clagsification and now,
Wins
. over

Collins Cut By Falcons,
Spurrier Also Gets Axe

Twin-Likes Homes & Garages
"We Urge You To Compare"
Any Kind—Anywhere—Anytime

Models On Display
1-502-522-6488

By The Associated Press
Vataha and John Gilliam,
It is being proved again that defensive end Bob Lurtsema,
hot-shot press clippings from defensive back Rolly Woolsey
a player's college days don't and
fullback
Mike
2 Car
impress „ National Football Franckowiak were given new
Garage
League coaches.
NFL contracts after getting
2390
Two former Heisman the axe.
Price subje,t
Trophy winning quarterbacks Sullivan,
waived
to change
— Pat Sullivan and Steve Wednesday by San Francisco,
without notice
Spurrier — have been dropped spent four years with the
IMINK
by NFL teams. Running backs Atlanta Falcons before
Maim Tripp Coney
FMAIIONG
Sonny Collins of Kentucky, playing out his option and
Nothing Down
Cbsiase of Cosmoses* mid
Kermit Johnson of UCLA and joining the Washington
Kastocky Wester. Wesrisod
Moil Carpal
Con
Mike Adamle of Northwestern Redskins. He was cut by the
Name
coned
— former stars at major Redskins and later the
Address
Phone
universities — were cut Chicago Bears before the
Phone
(502)
Wednesday, joining Jim 49ers gave him a tryout this
Best Tune To See_
522-64111
Bertelsen of Texas in the year.
ranks of the unemployed.
The 49ers also cut Johnson
But some of the rejected Wednesday, along with
players were given another linebacker Rod Martin. They
P.O. boa SO Hwy. MI West Cadiz, Ky.
Plans 1-502-522-6481
Maw Owood & Opsonstod Stem Emory & Roper Themes
chance.
also placed linebacker Mike
Wide receivers Randy Baldassin and quarterback
Steve De-Berg, acquired on
waivers from the Dallas
Cowboys, on the two-man taxi
squad.
Adainle was released by the
Chicago Bears to make room
for Gilliam, who had a
standout 10-year career with
the Minnesota Vikings but was
cut Wednesday by Atlanta,
who signed him last year.
Eat

Twin Lakes Homes & Garages

Murray will bring a 2-0
record into the game. The
Tigers have won over
Reidland and Fulton County,
two teams not noted as being
outstanding by any means.
Murray won 27-7 over
Reidland and 49-0 over Fulton
County.
"After looking at the game,
we discovered Fulton County
was not as strong as we
thought they'd be," Hina said.
"But at the same time, I'm
proud we took the initiative
the first time we had the ball.
We had a long, sustained
scoring drive and ate up a lot
of yardage and time in doing
so. I felt like it was a complete

team victory and a great
opportunity for us to give
everyone a chance to play,"
Hina said.
"And of course, it was win
number two for us. Enough
said about Fulton County.
Now the real test is at hand
Friday night."
Will there by any pressure
on Murray High!
"There is pressure from the
standpoint of the kids wanting
to do well. We know what
happened last year and we'd
like to do it again and the
community and the student
body would like for ,is to beat
them again too.
"We've been pretty busy

preparing for them. The
weather certainly hasn't
helped us_ :any. _Somebody
asked me on the street the
other
day if we were ready for
Frtay.,
Mayfield. I told them, 'No,
we're not but we will be
Would a wet field be of any
help to either of the two clubs
Friday?
"I think a wet field would be
an advantage to them because
of their size. We want nice
weather for the sports fails of
the area. Even though
Mayfield is heavily favored,
we'd like for as many people
as possible to get out and see
the game," Hina added.

ALPHA GAMMA RHO
TRACTOR PULL
September 15tit-166-17th 7:00 p.m.
at the West Ky. Livestock Show and Exposition Center 1 mile
West of Murray on
College Farm Road.
For any additional information call 753-9117 or 753-2943

FARM TRACTOR PULL—SEPT.15th (Thursday)
5,00 b.Stock

11,1111. Stock Testoo
12,111110 6.. Ns Tarim
13,1111011. Stock torte
15,4IN 6. Mock Turbo

7,010 6.Stack
UN 6.Shock Tease

SANCTIONED TRACTOR PULL—
SEPT. 17th (Sat.)

SEPT. 16th (Fri)

7500 b. Seiiint Stocr

5,500 Soper Stock
VMS lb. Md.
1,500 b. &wpm Stock
7,11111 I. Md.

1,510 I. Opes
12,01111. foamy Steck (24.5 a 3201. Nostl)
12,2001. Soper Stock

Ticket Prices:

GARDEN TRACTOR PULL
SEPT. loth (Fri.)

Sept. 16th a 17th
Children...$2.00
Adults...84.00 advance,$4.50 gate
Sept. 1516
Tickets at door only!
Children $1.50
Adults 63.00

SEPT. 17th (Sat.)

711 1. Stick

700 lb. Open

no h. Stedi
i ,COCI II. Stack

iso lb. Opew
1,000 6. Opsa

Seves4a

rn

Seeley Last
latex house paint.
Flator gloss.
SALE
9

04

ago!
reg $11 (11),;

Seven Seas
Now Offers

All You Can

*FRIED CATFISH FILLET
*FRIED FLOUNDER FILLET
*FRIED CATFISH STEAKS
*FRIED FIDDLER CATFISH
$395
I
Our Catfish Steak and Fiddler Catfish are fresh from
Kentucky Lake. Dinners are served with salad bar or
slaw, baked potato or french fries and mouth watering
hushpuppies.

Our Seafoods Are Transported
Directly From The Gulf Coast

*turn
Open
4 p.m. daily

#eaS
Restaurant
7 53 4141

Iv

For The Best of
The Catch

I
Hwy 641

41,

10

N
re

„.do

The Falcons cut five
players, including Collins,
running back Billy Pritchett
and rookie receiver Shelton
Diggs of Southern California.
Vataha was claimed on
waivers by the Green Bay
Packers from the New
England Patriots, who cut him
Tuesday. Vataha, who teamed
for years with quarterback-Jim Plunkett at Stanford and
New England, replaces rookie
offensive lineman Gerald
Skinner of Arkansas on the
Packers' active roster
Skinner was put on injured.
reserve.
Lurtsema, an 11-year
veteran acquired by Seattle
from Minnesota last year, was
re-signed by the Seahawks
Wednesday after being cut
Tuesday. Seattle also waived
veteran tight end John
McMakin to make room for
tight end John Sawyer,
obtained Tuesday from the
Houston Oilers.
TENNIS
HOUSTON — Top seeded
Bob Hewitt and Frew
McMillan advanced to the
second round of the $125.000
U.S. Pro Doubles tennis
championship with a 6-4, 6-1
victory. over Rick Fisher and
Russell Simpson. Brian
Gottfried and Raul Ramirez.
the second-seeded team, al-co
advanced, edging
Bob
Carmichael
and
Brian
Teacher 6-4, 7-5.

Carpeting=
Save upto2asq.yd.
Styk Perfect!tippling Stook by Salem.
100% nylon Cut & Loop soxony in subtig muin tone
colors. Scotchgard • protected for soil resistance
SALE
11
.
99
a sq yd
reg $1099

StylePetitefreassay by&kW
Contemporary styling of low profile 100% nylon
shag plush Available with Future Step backing to
help prevent pilling and fuzzing. and decrease
furniture indentation

JUTE SALE

r

FUTURE STEP SALE

a

$99
0 SC/
99
reg
99
reg
Padding iind installation not included

150

Save2=3apa•

▪

Satisfied** Geereateed
in the use of these coatings or your
purchase pnce will be refunded

Style Perfect`" Latex
Wall Paint and
Style Perfect' Sohn
Enamel

&let peer*easeslot*
problems to our factory certified

SALE $

house paint specialists or ask about
our problem solving manual
a go)
reg $1093

Sole end;Sept 26

Sabo Enamel reg $1193

A paint.
A store.
A whole lot more.
Fr"dicers!**service. Use Master C.hatft,3eakAmericer4 Viso,or our eztesski/credit terms.
WIstores iscludiaq ewe near yee.

Southside Manor Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. — 753-3321
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Reds Stay Alive, Slip
By Dodgers, Cards Lose

J.G. Whitfield Presents A....

GOSPEL- SING

Sat. Sept. 17th 8 P.M.

•
•

j
DOLLAR

IRK
3,7O

n Our Cash Pot

a

Now Has A LocalNumber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY,CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA

The Number To Call

7534434
REALISTIC® CD
BLOCKBUSTER

•
•

•
•
•
•

(Jiffy Pot Never Less Than $100.00)
Have you had your
card punched
this week??

L1EilI 11 IZIE1
S. 12th Street
Murray

•

INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON

By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Despite their nearlyhopeless positions in the
National League divisional
races, Cincinnati's Sparky
1 Anderson and Pittsburgh's
Chuck Tanner are keeping the
faith.
Anderson's Reds came from
behind 41.411-final two innings to nip Los
Angeles 9-8 Wednesday,
leaving at four the Dodgers'
magic number for clinching
the Western Division. The
Reds trail the Dodgers by 12I-2
games.

"That was a courageous
comeback
we
made,"
Anderson said after Ken
Griffey smashed a two-run
homer in the ninth inning to
win the game. An inning
earlier, the Reds scored four
times, three on Cesar
Geronimo's home run. George
Foster also belted a homer,
his 48th,- tops--in- -the -major-*, 4
leagues, and knocked in his
TV.
137th run as the Reds beat
Tommy John for only the
second time ever.
'John, 18-6, got home run
support from Dave Lopes,
Steve Yeager sand Steve
Garvey, who had Tour hits and
The Pirates were rained out his 30th homer.
after leading St. Louis 2-0 in
Pittsburgh's plight is not
the third inning, but that quite as discouraging
as
Tanner's
didn't dampen
Cincinnati's.
spirits. With the Phillies losing
to the Mets 1-0, Pittsburgh -'-'We're not out of it until
gained one-half game in the we're two games out and
Calloway County High School Gym
standings and is 7'2 games there's just one to go,"
said
Tickets $4.00 adv. 54.50 At door, $2.00 childs ody., $2.50 child: back.
Tanner. "A collapse has
at door on Sale:
Elsewhere in the National happened
before.
One
Begley Drugs, 753-4025, Central Shipping Center, Scotts League, San Francisco nipped weekend can change a season.
Houston 3-2, San Diego took One club can get hot
Wall-Green Drugs, 400 Main 753-7901, Say-Rite Drugs, Beland
Atlanta 6-4 and Montreal another cold."
Air Shopping Center 753-8304, Kay Taylor 436-5357, Dan Kelly
outlasted Chicago 3-2 in 12
753-8487
Mets 1, Phillies 0
innings.
Nino Espinosa outdueled
Philadelphia mound star
Steve Carlton to help the
Pirates. Espinosa hurled a
••••• ••••••
three-hitter, struck out four
and walked three. He also
knocked in the game's only
run walla single in the fifth.
Giants 3, Astros 2
Rookie left-hander Bob
Kneppes carried a three-hitter
into the ninth inning for the
Giants but needed relief from
This Week Win
Dave Heaverlo and John
Curtis to hold off Houston. '

Hinson Family
Florida Boys
Dixie Echoes

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY•
•
•••

Willie McCovey's runscoring single in the sixth
inning knocked in the decisive
tally for the Giants.
Padres 6, Braves 4
Gene Richards, Jerry
Turner and Dave Roberts
each collected three hits in a
12-hit Padres attack. Turner
singled in Richards with the
tiebreaking run in the seventh
inning.
Expos 3, Cubs 2
Andre Dawson tripled home
Dave Cash with the winning
run in the 12th inning for
Montreal. The Expos' other
runs came on a steal of home
by Gary Carter on the frint
end of a double steal and Chris
Speier's bases-loaded
sacrifice fly.

SAVE
$61r5
• NOT A DISCONTINUED BRAND-X "23"!
• 40 CHANNELS! 1977 ENGINEERING!

FallSpecials!

•BIG S/RF METER! SIX CONTROLS!
•RF GAIN AND ALL THE GOODIES!

High-Hide
Latex House Paint
048

SALE PRICE$1

SAVE 54.00

Packed in one gallon reusable plastic container

Latex Flat Wall

Ceiling White

COMPANION SPECIAL!

• AS ADVERTISED ON NETWORK TV!

SAVE 50%

CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

•.
1.
0 4"..." 6.

TRUNK MOUNT
CB ANTENNAS

REALISTIC MOBILE MODEL TRC-452 is the greatest CB
radio buy in all our 17 years! When you put it in your
car. RV or boat you'll instantly see why the alleged
superiority of 23's versus 40's is a phoney rumor put
out by folks with the wrong sets to sell at the wrong
time. And you'll save a whopping 43% at the same time
if you ACT NOW while our supply lasts. CB radio has
swept the country because it saves lives, saves time,
keeps drivers alert and informed, and giveS pleasure.
TRC-452 is IN STOCK NOW at Radio Shack 'stores
and dealers nationwide. Get yours TODAY!

Reg.
29"

1495
21-943

• Twin Trunker No-Hole
Mount' '
• Stronger Reception!
Transmission ,

TV ANTENNA SPECIAL PURCHASE

96 SAVE $3.00
SALE PRICE$
6

' APPROVED

Packed in one gallon reusable plastic container

as
seen on
national

SUPER COLOR
5-gallon
Container
SALE PRICE$32
"

TV

3 ANTENNAS IN 1
VHF • UHF • FM
A Super Shack — deal on our 3-IN-1
.antenna! 60° wide-swept elements for
strong, steady color, clear B/W,
improved FM stereo. 25 elements, •
80" boom. Gofd Alodized finish protects
against rust and corrosion. Factory
preassembled so you Can do-it-yourself
and save a bundle!

fiy-filas

8

*Project con be completed in one day.
*Easy soap and water clean up.
*Free instruction pamphlet at your local dealer.
*36 Beautiful Colors.
*3 Easy Steps.

15-1706

12th Street
*Olympic Plaza
MA TANDY COMPANY

Hours;
Illon.-Sat. 10-7
Sunday 1-6
PRICIS MAY VARY AT INDTVIOIJAI STORES

• Install It Yourself
and Get Set For
the New Fall TV
Season!
• For t-M Stereo,
Tool

Most items

also avatlable at
Rath° Shack

Dealers
Look for this
sign in your
neighborhood

Rade
Th
OWALSPI
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ONE OF MANY — Thomas Kendall, one of many fine young runners for Murray High, carries the ball against Lone Oak back on August
19 in the WKC Football Jamboree. At that time, nobody had any idea the Tigers would be off to a 2-0 start But the real test for Murray
High comes Friday when they play at Mayfield.

BIG
JOHN

Don't Miss The Tigers Game

The

Price Buster

MurrayvsTigers

LOWEST SHELF
PRICES
AROUND

iiksevg.k
Banquet Facilities
Up to 150
Hwy 641 S.

753-55$6

MURRAY AREA
COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT tor Cars, Tracks
— RADIATORS REPAIRED —
COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP

Builder Products
"We eeezeoe aza4

AUTO PARTS
MEL

753-4424 I'

605 MAPLE

MURRAY KY

206 East Main

ler

Grocery

to

We re Behmd You All The W ay

Wholesale Electric

411APAI

Ams.7"N

753-4832

C14
titiTn-- Johnson's

woe ee &saute/a"

V71 • DATSUN • TOYOTA

Mak

INAPAO

802 Chestnut

Whirlpool

Tractors

MURRAY
s PM
Gil

Heatins, Air Conditioning,
Sheet Metal
—Since 1937 —

8 p. m. Friday
War Memorial Stadium
Mayfield

Where Dining is
a Pleasure

Loris Stock al Foreign Car Parts

Calloway County
Soil Improvement
Aspociation

Mayfield Cardinals Freed Cotham Co.

Of Murray

7 AM
MON

We Support Our
Football Teams

753-5041

512 So. 12th

753-8194
THE NEW

GOODliEAR
"The Car Car Specialists"

Marble Manufacturer

Thornton Tile
And Marble
-Quality That Will Please-

721 So. 12th

753-0595

AND

IMPLEMENT CO.
Industrial Rd.

M

753-1319

Massey Ferguson

HAND DIPPED ICE CREAM SUNDAES &

SHAKES

Dinners
Famous For Charbroiled Steaks and Seafood
Sandwiches 8 Plotters

619 So. 9th — 753-5719

5 Points

Murray Ky
PRIVATE

BREAKFAST
SERVED I I 00 P M II 00 A M
UNTIL 12 NOON ON SUNDAY'

Murray, Ky.

STOKES TRACTOR

FAMILY RESTAURANT
Open 24 hours a day, Every Day!

DINING ROOM
pw)NE 502 753 7992

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.
mow
So. 12th

753-2617

r

753-6025

Way ° Tigers

The

r
Prescription Specialists '
NTERIORS

Complete Decorating
Service
10th Chestnut
Telephone 753- 1 474

753-8302
Free Delivery

Clinic Pharmacy
and Walnut
5th

Lyle Underwood

Martha White

quality Commercial Printing

Flour

008 Chestnut

Murray, Ky.
North 12th St

Al!

753-5321

Call the

Printers, Inc.

71.30 a.m til midnight — Fri. & Sat.

401 Olive

•

Creative
Hours:
am
11
til
pm — Sun.-Titurs
6:00

Murray Electric
System

-53-2285

Price Good fhru
„Wad. Sept. 21

5 lb.
Plain or Self Rising
Save 71'

39c

Parker's Super Mkt.
Downtown Shopping Center
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Committee To Hear Testimony On Leaks
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
legislative
special
A
subcommittee is scheduled
today to hear about recent
radiation leaks at the Maxey
Flats nuclear waste burial
grqund and issue a final report
on the state's future rqle in the
Fleming County site. '
Dr. William McElwain,
health services commissioner,
and officials of the Nuclear
Engineering Co., of Louisville

will discuss seepage of
radioactive water from three
burial trenches discovered
Aug. 24.
David Clark, supervisor of
Environmental
the
Surveillance section of the
state Radiation Control
Branch, said Wednesday a
report has been prepared
outlining the discovery and
corrective steps taken since
then.

NECO has operated the 250acre site in northeastern
Kentucky about 25 miles north
of Morehead since 1963 under
a state lease.
State officials said the
leakage poses no public health
hazard, but Clark said NECO
has dug two interceptor
trenches around the area to
prevent further spread of
radioactive materials. The
seepage was confined to the

1We're heaven on earth.

'

I if

•I •
•
_ _

.7
4
- •••

Call•Par

of CI en Trsisiraits el Candor Tram Ca

'Try us.
Well drain your swamp, or build you a pond Clear a woods or build
you a road Grade your land or terrace it to stop erosion Fill a gully
or build you an irrigation ditch Anything to make your land easier
to farm, more productive in yield We re an experienced Land Development
Contractor and use Caterpillar-built equipment, sold and serviced
by Whayne Supply Co And we can handle your earth problems for a lot
less money than you probably think Its your best deal for greeter farming
profits all the way around Give us a call Well move the earth for you'

EARTH MOVERS
Route 1, Box 34
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(Steven Alexander- 753-1959)

site and does not threaten
nearby streams, he said.
The committee is expected
to issue a final report on future
state and federal policy
regarding the site. Peggy
Hyland, a
Legislative
Research Commission staffer
assigned to the panel, said
Tuesday.
The report will recommend
increased
federal
re
ibility _lor--perpotual
care and control of the site,
she said. Gov. Julian Carrell
has advocated federal
takeover of the site while the
Environmental Quality
Commission, an advisory
panel, has asked the governor
to close the site.
NECO officials have agreed
with
a
U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission task
force that the federal
government should assume
responsibility for all nuclear
waste burial sites.
The committee's report on
policy options is the second of
three parts of a study to be
forwarded to the 1978 General
Assembly.
The first part dealt with
public health aspects of the
Maxey Flats burial gournd. It
noted an .environmental
analysis'by the engineering
firm of Dames & Moore
concluded the site "poses no
significant public health
threat" at present despite low
levels of radiation leakage.
Maxey Flats is a low-level
waste burial site, meaning
that it can not be used for
disposal of spent nuclear fuel
or 'materials that come in
direct contact with nuclear
reactors.
The third part of the
committee's report will deal
with economic aspects of the
site, Miss Hyland said,
specifically, "what are the
costs after decommissioning
of perpetual care and
maintenance."
Dames& Moore estimated it
would cost anywhere from
$200,000 to $2 million to
maintain the site and to take
remedial measures.

•

"Hy
Everything
is redeced
for durance
before
we close
for inventory
- on Odober 3.

SAVE
tit1

Melkids's Sevelvim amp
ImikAusarkard/Vis•
Muter ammo

70%

Sofas,Sofa Beds,Chairs, Love Seats,
Recliners, Dining & Bedroom Groups,Lamps,
Light Fixtures, Accessories, Accent Pieces,
Odd & Discontinued Items

EARLY ARRIV L

[

Free Design
Assistance
Free Delivery
lei's: 9-5 Monday
tbru Saturday
11-1:311Friday

451 South 16th
Paducah, Ky.

An Entire Boxcar Load of

New Merchandise
on sale too!
Sofas, Chairs and Dining Groups Arrived Early
and are reduced for the Pre-Inventory Sale.

A North Carolina research
firm, the Research Triangle
Institute, was hired last spring
to conduct a detailed cost
analysis on Maxey Flats.

Shen*
Center

Velvet
Prints & Solids
12" Square

Window Frame
12" Square

ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
lo howl ol.07
••••• 0 •No's
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all Woo •
Mew'.
oil
in
Wool.
iloo
••••••I U0Ilow Bo rod
NON ChM
W •••••••• We •••••••••••• 0 OW NW
•Woo meow I.. ••••••••••• IS••0•0110.
• •••••••••• Ownitofilloo on to
010•1•• ••■•••••• foloof. IffOo, *
•Ow 1..0 ~W.of Mows Is NW*.
•• we maw of '00110•011•0 11•1•00.01

Am
"

Plaid
14" x 12"

1110SE'S SION!, iNC

Hours
9-9
Mon.
thru
Sat.
1-6
Sun.

Odoriest
.
a Durable
Mildew Resistant
Non-Allergenic

t•‘.

Print

Cord Border
Odorless -'z Durable
z Mildew Resistant
Hon-Allergenic
Hygienically Tested

Assorted Prints
"Square

•
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Your Individual
Horoscope

4:30-1147'3E1.1%1"'

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 16, 1877
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
• given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) Int4
A day which should lift your
:"- spirits considerabli. Personal
••: relationships should be highly
congenial, with romance accented during the p.m. hours.
--You-may-aiso-gei a good break
in a financial matter.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Keep domestic matters
. harmonious: Much of the
• burden may rest on YOU this
weekend, but you can handle it.
Emphasize discretion, levelheadednesa. ;
- GEMINI
• (May Zito June 21)
if youyou stick close to facts and
. control that imagination of
yours, you should get along fine
during this busy, sometimes
hectic, period. Pick your way
discreetly.
CANCER
(Jame 221i July 23)
It's mostly up to you whether
you will gain ground now or plod
along indifferently. Some usual
directives or suggestions will be
absent Be ready to crash your
way through.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
What you want and what you
-.really need may be widely
different. Be realistic about
your affairs and don't put the
cart before the horse, falling
witlessly bio traps.
VIRGO
• (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You may have more to ac• complish than anticipated, but
.do not let anything stymie you
or your enthusiasm. Stress your
phllosophical side — and get
going!
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct. n) 4
.
1--r2L
Day calls for your best
management. Make all moves
deliberately and thoughtfully,
and emphasize your innate
poise and sense of balance.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) net'
You may now have an op•
portunity to advance through a
unique idea At least, make
plans to project one at the right
rixirnent
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. _ 23 to Dec. 21)
Mixed planetary influences.
You may alternate between
quick, aggressive moves and
periods of slowing down, for no
apparent reason. Aim at
stabilization.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Don't go looking for mistakes
and faults. You may find more
than you bargained for. Stress
your optimistic side. Creative
pursuits especially favored.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You are usually quick to
grasp opportunity, often seek —
and find — it where others
wouldn't even dream of looking.
And NOW is the time for
making use of this fine trait
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Let good judgment guide your
decisions. Figure out what you
MUST have as against what you

•

44:g

would like. The latter may have
to be sacrificed in part
YOU BORN TODAY are a
scholar at heart, ceaseless in a
quest for knowledge and a whiz
at imputing your learning to
others. You would make an
educator per excellence or,
along similar lines, an outstandhig lecturer. You have a
great love of nature and all
things -related to the earth;
could shine as a botanist,
agriculturist or geologist.
Business will probably interest
you leas than a profession and,
In the latter connection,the bed
outlets for your talents, aside
train the aforementioned, include the law, the theater,
literature and music. Traits to
curb: moodiness and impatience with others. Birtbdate
of: Lauren Bacall, James
Coburn and Peter Falk, stage,
screen and TV stars.

lecococt

Chicken of the Sea

TUNA

59'
49'

6/,

Libby's 29 oz.

PEACHES
Hyde Park

I

NOSPITAL NEWS

9-2-77
Adults 108
Nursery 8
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Haneline (mother
- Annette), 1607 Belmont St.,
Murray, Baby Girl Tidwell
(mother - Joyce K.), R. 7,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Vickie Sue Smith and
Baby Girl, R. 1, Benton, Mrs.
Morine Grooms,307 N. 5th St.,
Murray, Charles W. Canter,
R.6, Mayfield, Mrs. Patsey J.
Shelby, R. 1, Sedalia, Miss
Martha Jane Brandon, 772
Sycamore, Murray, William
T. Downs,R.6, Murray, David
E. Forth, R. 2, Gilbertsville,
Mrs. Linda F. Tabers, R. 2,
Murtsy, Mrs. Margaret S.
Westerman, R. 1, Box 112-AA,
Stewart, Tn., Mrs. Edna M.
Riley, R. 2, Benton, J. W.
Young, 303 N. 8th St., Murray,
Billy B. Wilson, R. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Patricia L. Tharpe, R. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Irene
Bynum, R. 3, Murray, Miss
Paula S. Coleman, R. 1,
Dexter, Charles S. Walrath,
1702 College Farm Rd.,
Murray, ThomasF. Nance, R.
2 Box 33, Puryear, Mrs. Anne
T. Wood, 2006 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Myrthle L.
Thornton, 902 Story Ave.,
Murray, Mrs. Evelyn Ann
Lane, R. 8, Benton, Mrs.
Pamela J. Lackey, R. 1,
Henry, Tn., Mrs. Annie E.
Walsh, P. 0. Box 288, Star R.
1, Hernando, Fla., Mrs. Annie
V. Johnson,1604 Wisewell Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Haven Veros,
310 S. 6th St., Murray, Mrs.
Lottii W. Hall, 1111 Circirama
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Lillie
Outland, 810 S. 9th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Lela E.
Waldrup, R. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Lucy E. Tutt, 843 Hurt St.,
Murray,Emmett Napier, R. 5,
Box 2072, Murray, Mrs. Zitell
L. Cooper, R. 1, Hazel.

Specials Good
. .21

1407 W. HAIN* PHONE 1534682

Breyers

COKES

6/89c

Hormel

HAM
PATTIES

1201

PEANUT
BUTTER

Kraft

MAYONNAISE

Libby's Deep
Brown Pork 8

149

INSTANT

99c

sTEA
New Log Cabin
B. M. - 2 lb.

BEANS

PANCAKE
MIX

CHARMIN
TISSUE

69'

MUSTARD

Stokely Cream
Style White
17 oz

STEAK
SAUCE

69c

4/$1

Hyde Pork

Hyoe Park

'PRODUCE 1
CABBAGE

lb

2- 11b. pkg.

CARROTS
CELERY

10'
39'
25'
59'

APPLES.

t

hite 10 lb.

POTATOES

BLEACH

MAC.&
CHEESE

Nine Lives
Square Meal

CAT
FOOD

15c

/
2Oz.
11

64 oz

Scotts Viva Paper

TOWELS
Hyde Park

20 39'
59'

Owen Food Mk Coupon

SALAD
DRESSING

39'
99'

99'
49'

40
FOLGERS COFFE
° Off 1 Lb Can

Expires 9-2 1 77
#1004
.a

•

Health & Beauty Aids

89c

Prell Concentrate

TUBE

3 oz

Ultra Brfte 6 or

Toothpaste

OWEN'S HAS THE BEST MEATS IN TOWN

Located 1 mile out of the city limits on Hwy. 121
(Coldwater Road)

Sept. 16th & 17th
9:30-5:30

LEGS & in, PORK one
THIGHS lb IT STEAK 07"

Register for Drawings

lb

1

DELI SPECIALS

U S Choice

Lea"

Purnell Pride Chicke,

*Landscape design
*Pro-Tuff Lawn Care-Time for
, plication now
*Outdoot plants
*Indoor plants
*Large selection of outdoor cactus
*Chemical application

i

lb

01
59
'

A 1 10 oz

4 Roll Pkg.

Red 8 Golden
Delicious
,

Fall is ideal for planting. Cornplete line of shrubs, trees and:f_
•• azaleas reedy for planting.

1401.

French's 24 oz

32 0:

,
11

99'

32 Oz.

APPLES

"The" Lawn and
Garden Center

39'

Peter Pon 18 oz

89'

Jonathan 4 lb bag

Agri-Produds

51 69

KETCHUP

• DEP.

Nesteo 301.

CORN

gal

Stokley 14 oz

Limit 6
With 12.50 Add. Purchase
Excluding Tob. &
Dairy Products

gal

8-7 Neu.-Thurs.
84MAI*.

ICE
CREAM

32 OL

$179

MILK

%Ruins at kilk1 To Usk Oullikie
WE-GLADLY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS

RIB
EYE $198 PORK
STEAK L
MUENSTER CHEESE

$329

Pt B El 0

lb

51 98

lb

lb

Pork

pu r,ell Pride
Grade A Whole

Lean

GROUND ndic
CHUCK

FRYER
CHICKENS

1b77

=

p, or whole

Cutlets
$1 39

Pit B B

BEEF

lb

$269

Hoffman Super

Owens Famous

PIT
BAKED
HAM

55,

Owen Best Slob

SLICED
89
BACON
lb

All Meat

WIENERS8
lb

SHARP CHEESE

lb

$1 39

Eckrsch All Meat

BOLOGNA

$189

lb
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HIGDON'S BIGGEST EVENT OF THE YEAR
SALE NOW IN PROGRESS

SAVE 30% To 50% OFF
MANUFACTURERS SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE

BEDROOM
SUITE
Poplar Finish
Triple Dresser, Vertical Mirror
4 Drawer Chest
& Ileodboord

Only $1

3 PIECE EARLY AMERICAN

900

SOFA C4AIR & LOVE SEAT
ONLY $24800

2 END
. -TABLES &
'COFFEE TABLE

'19

Set RD
Per
"
Walnut Finish

VINYL

SLEEPER
SOFA
Storting At

48°°
Bring
Truck
Station Wagon
Trailer etc.
Delivery Available

RECLINERS

DURING OUR 5TH ANNIVERSARY
SALE BE SURE & VISIT OUR
ACCESSORIES SHOP
Some Slightly Damaged
& Discontinued Items
At Cost & Below

20o/

0Off
Everything in Store

y

Over 75 In
Stock

/
1 2 PRICE

CASH & CARRY

BEDDING

Storting At

$44"

SAVE! SAVE!
r.., SAVE!
'
ODD
LAMPS

AT COST
& BELOW

tlla
All
Merchandise
Subject
To
Prior
Sale

MISMATCHED OR
SLIGHTLY DAMAGED

1

Featuring

Jamison
CAMPBELL
THESE ARE JUST A FEW
EXAMPLES OF THE TREMENDOUS SAVINGS

IGDON
-urniture
MAYFIELD

OPEN MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
AND SATURDAY,8 AM - 5 PM
OPEN FRIDAY 8 AM - 8 PM

U.S, 45 NORTH.. ACROSS
FROM-MAYFIELD GENERAL
TIRE PLANT - 247 7710

•
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Legislature To Decide On
Use Of Laetrile In State

Mr.Fanner
Mr.Home
Gardener

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —. Legislative
Sucommittee
The Kentucky Legislature will
of
stops
short
have to decide whether to recommendations but is
legalize the sale of the
designed
provide
to
purorted cancer drug laetrile.
background based on a public
A report prepared by the
hearing in August and various
Legislative
Research
reports ind studies on the
Commission and adopted. drug's effectiveness.
Wednesday- by the laetrile
. The report is expected to be

Parks
Grain, Inc.

Crossword Puzzler

Can Supply Your Needs!
*SEED CORN
Coker 16

*LIME
Stock Piled or Spread

*GRAIN
Dried-Stored-Hauled

*FERTILIZER
In The Bag

PARKS GRAIN
at yo0,r service

2 Miles South of Murray on 641
Call 753-6227 Day or Night
Max & Carolyn Parks, Owners

•

ACROSS
1 Bitter vetch
4 Prepares fer
Print
9 Decay
12 Deposit
13 Poison
14 Female
sheep
15 Thoroughfare
17 Remained at
ease
19 Wading bird
21 Slender
finial
22 Antlered
animal ,
24 Quarrel
26 War god
29 Irritate
30 Most
ingratiating
32 Compass
point
33 Silkworm
34 Unit of
Portugese
currency
Preposition
35
36 Native of
Cancon
39 Weight of
India
40 Greenland
settlement
41 Before
42 Askew
43 Tattered
cloth
45 Oldwomanish
47 Collect
50 Buries
53 Timbcone
by
54 River in
France
56 Place
57 Stitch
58 Platform
59 °titan
DOWN
1 Worm

Peanuts
I HAVE WHAT MM BE
A RATHER DIFFICULT
QUESTION FOR q0c

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

mem nano min
mem mamma

2 Soak
3 Stripe
clea
4 Without end
Mean BOCIDOOM
5 Decide
IMID
Be=
6 Preposition
ULLIWOUld MUM]
7 Rocky hill
8 Pintail duck DU IMMO
9 Retreat
10 Be in debt
W3
11 Spread for
UUMWEJ UOULAUMUI
drying
ULM IMAM
16 Urge on
LIUMUEINUOMI10212
18 Algerian
IMMO LIMO
cavalryman UMW MUM! dOd
Utilla
20 Also
31 Golf mound 46 Arrow
22 From the
poison
33 Man's name
time of
37 Restrict
47 Aeriform
23 Handle
38 Period of
25 Becoming
fluid
time
48 Mature
more
39 Cleans by
corrupt
49 Rodent
brushing
27 Chemical
51 Regret
42 In music
compound
52 Music as
high
28 Novel
written
30 Theater sign 44 Precious
stones
55 Sun god
labbr
----.4 5 6 --7 8 os79 10 11
2 3 7
1

uaaa
umuu uao
calm ammo

.0.•

12

42

•

11

•••
6

.
1
1 t
.4
1
}.

773
"

1

"
, • -;".....:

.
1
20 --',`:7,,:".12

`;':7"..7..,..1.19

.4 it' ... 6
777A7"

21

29
32

iitt's

.....ft
38

37

36

-:•''.' 9

t2:"{.41
4
:"........
44 ...:.745
46
..•:.'
i
_A
ii': 14.
49 ,...:
47
f
93
51 52
411
#
SA
5
fff
7
1 77-6
51
:%%`. •
.57
s-S8
•Ir.
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
40

WHAT'S THE DiFFERENC.E
BETWEEN BEING i7EFRE55ED
AND JUST FEELING BAD?

THAT WASN'T
,kLTLE'

ON

AFTER ALL

4momp,

'971 LI r. •
I CI

4

5

S•

Nancy
HERE COMES
THE MEANEST KID
IN TOWN

1.

AKt YOU
RUNNING AWAY
FROM HOME?

1

ii

1

NO ---1 THINK MY HOME IS
RUNNING AWAY FROM

E

I JUST HAVEN'T BEEN
ABLE TO EAT OR
SLEEP LATELY

I

•

STRANGE, JUST THE
REVERSE OF SARGE

I

(1,14ANNIFIAUFAIIN)

one of the most hotly contested
issues of the session.
Richard Willis, the LRC
staffer who prepared the
report, said "the legislators1
need to know wheher they can
accept_ , this information on
face vallip
The subcommittee report
was requested by Rep. Ron
Cyrus, D-Greenup, who has
said he will introduce a bill to
legalize laetrile in Kentucky.
About a dozen states,
including Indiana, have
legalized laetrile despite
statements by the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration and
most of the established
medical community that it is
worthless.
Interstate transportatian of
laetrile is prohibited by
the,.FDA. If the drug is
legalized in Kentucky, it
would
have
to
be
manufactured within the
state.
Advocates of laetrile, which
IS a substance extracted from .
apricot pits and other fruits,
contend it is an effective agent
for the treatment and
prevention of cancer.
One of the drug's major
proponents, G. Edward
Griffin of Westlake, Calif.,
testified at the public hearing.
Griffin, president of the
Victory Over Cancer Action
League and the author of a
book and a filmstrip used to
promote laetrile, attacked the
conventional methods of
cancer
treatment
•—
chemotherapy and radiation.
Cancer...patients who claim
laetrile caused remission of
their disease also appeared
before the committee.
However, representatives of
Kentucky
Medical
the
Association and the American
Cancer Society said they
supported the FDA's view.
Dr. William,Evans, an FDA
official,
testified
that
promotion of laetrile was a
"scheme which will likely be
recorded as one of the major
frauds in medical history."
Supporters of the drug point
studies
and
to 'case
testimonials as evidence of its
effectiveness while critics
offer results of controlled
nments.
subcommittee "has
Th
attempted to conduct this
study in as neutral a fashion
as possible," the report said.
"However, the laetrile
advocates are challenging the
existing system of drug
regulation and are doing so in
an emotional, inflammatory
manner."
The report said "some
lobbyists
have
laetrile
their
compromised
credibility, thereby further
complicating the problems of
ascertaining the facts."

Two Articles
Published In
_Science Journal

1 legal Notice

Notice To Creditors:
C. D. Vinson, Sr., Dec'd,
C. JD. Vinson, Jr., 2011
Gatesborough
Circle,
Executor
Arthur Perry, Dec'd,
Jewell H. Perry, 1008
Tennessee,
Paducah-Kentucky, Executor

The Phantom

WE HAVE A MISSION,
DIANA. REMEMBER, BUT
"WHEN IN RASE, DO THIS
ISN'T
AS THE /70/4AN5
THE GENERAL
SAW IT IN A

ROME!

MOVIE.

Blondie
I'M SELLiNG THESE
ELASTIC
SHOELACES

YOU JUST TiE THEM
UP HERE

AND THEY SNAP BAC
INTO PLACE

9454.1 a_
0.4L,

Li'l Abner

_02 —

AIR )(DU &pc
>foil SHOULD'VE
SHOr HIM
TI-IRCUGH
714E HEAD -

FILM, FUS11 CUBES,
CAME1US, FUMES

Artcruft Studios
ill tit. IPA Mean
free Parkes" at tea; Otier

2 Notice

Phone Numbers I
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display advertising 753-1919

Dottie Russell, Dec'd,
Ronald L. Lockhart,
Ratite 7, Murray, Ky.,
Administrator
Nate James Wildey,
Dec'd, Gene Wildey,
Route 1, Murray, Ky.,
Administrator
Andrew Jackson Wilson.
Dec'd, Garvin
A.
Wilson, 1661 Ryan,
Murray, Ky., Executor
L. V. Clark, Dec'd,
Prentice L. Lassiter &
Howell Clark, CoExecutors, 90^Olive,
Murray, Ky..
Novella B. Robertson,
Dec'd, Jo R. Elkins &
Gus Robertson, Jr., 1311
Wells, Murray, Kentucky., Co-Executors
Charles F. McCuiston,
Dec'd, Fannie E. McCuiston, 812 South 4th,
Murray, Ky., Executrix
Edwin Stalk Erwin,
Dec'd, Leila E. Erwin,
1009-Story Ave., Murray,
Ky., Executrix
Lola M. Fielder Williams,
Dec'd, Elna Rickman,
Canterbury Estates,
Murray, Ky., Executrix
Bulah L. Dixon, Dec'd,
Mary Allbritten, 1609
• Miller, Murray, Ky.,
Executrix

Classified Display.
Classified, Circulati on and the Business
be
may
• Office

reached on 7531 9 1 6 and 753-1917
13ELTONE
FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
BOOKRACK Thousands
used paperbacks. Sell '2
price. Trade two for 1.
Two locations. 808
Chestnut, Murray and
Paducah
Square,
Paducah.
PROVERBS 14:12 "There
is a way which seemeth
right unto a man; but
the end thereof are the
ways of death." Are you
sure your right, or does
it just seem right? To
make sure you are right,
read God's instruction
manual, The Holy Bible,
and be sure. Don't wait
until it's too late. Need
assistance? Call 753- •
0984.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

sir.

One F. Key, Dec'd, Ortis
H. Key, Clovis Key and
Lowell E. Key
Erie Opal Glover, Dec'd,
Willie F. Glover, Route 1
Hardin, Ky., Executor
James M. Billington,
James
M
Dec'd,
Billington, Jr., 1305 S.
16th St., Murray, Ky.,
Executor
Cappie Moline Haley,
Dec'd, Joe R. 1-61ey.
Route 1, Almo. Ky.,
Executor

"Stupefy*
with Diadem
pin mere cansaient Mao
grapefruits - I.i sesisfying
meals immi lege weight. begley

MURRAY HOBBY and
Handcraft invites you to
come by and see the new
shipment of china and
glassware. 512 South
11th.
HOT
McCOISTON
Tamales- will be ready
anytime after 4 p.m.
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDI.INE,
753-6333.

Augustus W Russell.
Dec'd, Mildred Beale
Russell, 321 N. 7th,
Murray. Ky., Administratrix
Pat Wicker, Dec'd,
Vermal Wicker, Route
6. Murray, Ky., Administratrix

E,

Two articles written by Dr.
Armin L. Clark, associate
professor of geology at
Murray State University,
were published • in the July
issue of the -Journal of the
Tennessee
Academy
of
Science.
Both articles are based on
several years of research and
study by Clark of sedimentary
rocks in Northwest Tennessee.
The articles are titled:
"Depositional
Environments of the WilcoxClaiborne Sediments in
Henry, Weakley, and Carroll
Counties" and "Provenance of
Eocene Sediments in Northwestern Tennessee."
Clark, who joined the
faculty at Murray State in
1961, fornierly• taught in the
public schools of Jefferson
County and in West Virginia.
He earned the B A. degree at
Marshall University, the M. S.
degree 'at Ohio State
University, and the Ph. D. at
the University of Tennessee.
His areas of specialization
stratigraphy.
include
petrology, and economic
geology.

2 Notice

All persons having
claims against said
estates are notified to
present them to the
or
Administrator
Executors verified
according to law, same
to be presented to said
Administrator
or
Executors in due course
of lat.
This 12 dA; of September, 1977.
Marvin Harris, Clerk
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.

NOW OPEN! Darnell
Beauty Shop, Wiswell
Road, Highway 783.
Owner Debbie Darnell.
Call for an appointment
today, 753-7541.
BUTLERS ANTIQUES
Alrno Heights, Highway
641-North is now open. A
full line of antiques of all
kinds.
ALL. DAY chain of prayer
conducted at Memorial
Church, Main at 10th,
this Saturday. Call or
come by if you have
special prayer requests.
Phone 753-5750.

Just Received!
New shipment of
Lemberd
Chi Sews

0=1111111
Check
Your
Ad
\‘‘ . •
siro

a
.-•••"""'
Advisrt , sesf s
ore_
requested to chec h the
first ,nserfion of ads for
cofferf , on
Tfi,s
newspaper w,11 be
respons,ble for o,,fy
one rniorrerr ,wserfire,
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED immtOrAq
t 1' SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFUL( Y.
AND NOr/f Y US PROM
PUY IN CASE Of AN

zestoiz

EAST MOE
SMALL MIMI IMPAIR
Service & Sales for mowers
and chain saws Any type
*mall engine repair
ihry. WI..?
753-0400
•
Murray, Ky.

3 Card Of Thanks
WE WISH to exteold our
thanks and appreciation
for the kindness to us in
the loss of our dear scar
and brother W H. r Dub!
Dowdy For the prayer
we feel that made our
trip easier that we had
to make, for the
beautiful cards prayer
L cards, phone calls, food
and plants that was sent
to out homes. Especially'
-thanks to Bro Whittaker
for coming to our horir
in our time of need Mly
God Bless You
Mr • and Mrs Hubert
Dowdy and- -the . Clendenon family,

FREE
Nearing kid
Service Center
9 a. m.-12:00 Noon
Friday-19th
Wallis Drug Store
Murray, Ky.
lioltspo Of Kenton
Benton,Ky.
Ph.527-8463
5 Lost And Found
LOST DOG — 1305
Sycamore, lost male
coon dog. Black and tan,
name and phone number
on the collar. Call 7535040.'
LOST SIAMESE cat,
neutered male, almost
full grown. Last seen at
2006 Coldwater Rd.
Reward offered. Please
call 753-5423.
LOST ONE large black
and white male cat in
vicinity of 1631 Olive. Reward offered. Call
753-3449 or 753-4324.
6 Help Wanted
EXPERIENCED ed. Cali
PAINTER
753-9382 after 5.
tIELP WANTED to work
as warehouseman and
'part time counter sales
help. Send resume to
Box 32T.
PERSONS
INTERESTED in 2nd or
3rd income capable of
earning $300-$500 per
month. Possibly from
home. Call for appointment only 753-3763.
WEEKLY
$200
stuffing
POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka' South Dakota
57437.
$25.00
pe -hundred
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. TK
Enterprise, Box 21679,
Denver, Co. 80221.
LADIES TO SERVE as
hostess up to $20.00 per
hours in your home. Call
for appointment only,
753-3763.
WANT-ED PART timefull time secretary. Send
to P.O. Box 491, Murray,
Ky.
WANTED
MAINTENANCE person. Full
time, Monday-Friday, 7
a.m.-3 p.m. Roses,
Central Shopping
Center. Equal • opportunity employer. C
EXPERIENCED
SALESPERSON
for
ladies, ready to wear
lingerie-foundations
Three to five days a
week. Send resume to
Box 32 V, Murray.
WANTED CABINET
znaker - capable to
complete charge of
shop. Apply in person,
Roys Shop, next to Drive
In Theatre.
WANTED CRAFT instructor. Only qualified
persons need apply
Raspberry.
Wild
Dixieland Center. !
MARK IN - Inspection
personnel
in
dry
cleaning
department.
Inquire Boone Cleaners,
605 Main Street
EXPERIENCED ACT()
clean-up man Call 7536038.
NEEDED A F'!. 1,1. time
beautician
Tuesday
through Saturday Call
753-0757

jaw..
PAS(Ala
HOUSE

PERKIN

IS NOW OPEN

MIDNIGHT
EVERY FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
NIGHT.
UNTIL
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0. Situations Wanted
'1st sTUDENT lA shes to
part tune Janitorial
ork after school.
Nii2hts and-or weekends.
Icliable and efficient.
Please call 767-1065, ask
tor Kevin
12. Insurance

15. Articles For Sale
14. Want To Buy
SMALL TWO bedroom
house in city. Near
shopping center. Call
753-5814.
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-142-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
WANT TO BUY Zig Zag
sewing machine. Call
753-5439 after 12 p.m.
A SHALLOW well pump
and tank. Call 436-5830. ,
15. Articles For Sale
SALE -,all fuel chimney,
triple wall, 6" x 36".
$21.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
35 4' x 8' SHEETS of
paneling. $1.00 per
sheet. Call 753-0649.

14. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY used air
coaditioners. Call Dill
Electric. 753-9104 or 7531551

LADIES DRESSES, pant
suits, coats, sizes 14.
Leather short coat Call
753409 after 6 p ri 1

SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 34"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles if-b
.-cents
per
inch.
Paint.
Styrofoam insulation
1 2" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroqm vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skk-ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
WURLITZER ORGAN, 2
rugs and baby bed. All in
excellent
condition.
Must sell. Call 753-4865
after 6 p.m.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
1

TOBACCO STICKS any
amount. Call 489-2126.

Ebert Proctor Farm
Old Murray Paris Rd., Murray, Ky.

Sat., Sept. 17,
1:00 p.m. EDS?
COME RAIN ON SN1NE
FARM TOOLS: 1-300 Farman .tractor overhauled
this year; MF 12 baler 2 yrs. old; Ford 10 ft.
rake; IH 7 ft. mower with New Holland hay crimper; 3/12" John Deere plow; 5000 electric
wagon; 8 ft. disc; 2 row harrow; 2 row corn drill
Ford; EZ Flow fertilizer spreader; Post hole
digger; 5 ft. blade; 28 ft. hay elevator; pickup
.
truck gas tank.
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS: 4-piece wrought iron furniture; porch swing; stove; refrigerator;
bedroom suite; air conditioner; couch and chair;
items too numerous to mention.
LIVESTOCK: Team of mules with gear, plows,
disc & wagon; 12 turkeys,15 chickens.
TOOLS: table saw; jointer; air compressor; tire
changer; welder; A frame.
ANTIQUES: Silver; old bottles; dishes; farm
items; radio with record player; sewing
machine.
MISCELLANEOUS: 1973 350 Honda motorcycle;
1965 Mustang.
CAN SE SEEN ANYTIME PRIOR TO SALE
SALE TERMS: DAY OF SALE

SUPER STUFF, sure
nuf! That's Blue Lustre
for cleaning carpets.
Rent electric shampooer. Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well
G.4 Shop."
•
DANA 60 rear end. Call
753-4706.
DRAPERIES, Sears
Fiesta black with red,
one pair 144 x 84, 2 pair
72 x 84, $60. Conn
Trombone silver, $100.
Two horses. Call 437-4845 or 489-2348.
SIZE
APARTMENT
stove, $75. Air. compressor, $300. 14" radial
*arm saw, $300. 18"
jointer, $300. Call 7534131.
SALE* - FRANKLIN
fireplace, 24 in. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

16 Home Furnishings

15. Articles For Sale
FURHOUSEHOLD
NITURE, appliances,
tape player. Moving.
Call 436-5482.
1-G.E. HEAVY duty
washer, gold $18.00 per
month WAC. For information call 753-0595.
SALE-KING automatic
wood heaters. $149.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Microwave
1-TAPPAN
oven, $11.00 per month
WAC. For information
call 753-0595.
NOW.
AVAILABLE
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767. I
SET OF 488 zoom gears
and axles in Camaro
re< end, $150. Chevy
Muntce 4 speed transmission $90. MorSoe
Camaro hood scoop, $35.
Call 753-5612.
NEW AND USED air
compressors for sale.
Call Dill Electric, 7539104 or 753-1551.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
mattresses,
all
Healthopedic or foam.
Also see their \elegant
gallery of furniture,
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass. WISES WEST
KY. MATTRESS, AND
FURNITURE
1136
South 3rd, P-aducah.
Phone 1-443-7323.
FULL SIZE Roll-away
bed. Call 753-1815.
USED KITCHEN vent
hoods, used interior
doors, used 8 x 7 wood
sectional garage door,
used lavatories and
other miscellaneous
items. See at Roy's
Shop, next to the Drive
In Theatre.
16. Home Furnishings

16 Home furnishings

SIX PIECE dinette set.
USED WESTINGHOUSE
Brown and gold. $25.
dishwasher, good
Call
75.
condition. $40 Liii 530649.
' , vacuum Cleaners
COPPERTONE
refrigerator and double
oven range. $290 Call
492-8203 after 4 p

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or n : t.
19 Farm Equipment

FOR SALE-large-tkurlight---freezer 2 years old. TD 18 International
Dozer, good condition.
condition.
Perfect
Call 898-3429.
Avacado green. $200.
Also fiberglass canoe,
AC COMBINE ,66. Good
$150. Call 753-9680
condition. Call 753-5577.
ONE SET of tl,v1ri mat20 Sports Equ pment
tress and box springs.
Good condition. $30 Call COMPLETE FISHING
rig 14' semi-V heavy
753-5287.
aluminum boat, trailer,
20 h.p. Johnson, foot
LAY-AWAY fr,v, for
control trolling motor
a shipChristmas.
and low range fish
ment of cedar chest and
locater. Also cattle
cedar bedroom suites,
racks for GMC LWB
pine den furniture and
pickup. Call 498-8151.
pine bedroom i'.1rniture.
wood
Also - metal
heaters. C.,rraway BRAND NEW 12 gauge
Ithaca featherlit
Furniture, 1L N 3rd,
pump shotgun. Model 37,
753-1502.
never been fired. Gun
-case included. $125. Call
•KELV1NATOR
3
489-2418.
earrge,/12 cubic ft. frost
free refrigerator with
14' DUO, walk through
freezer on top. Call 753windshield, new top, and
6858.
side curtains, 65 horse
Johnson, hea4y duty
ONE COUCH and chair
trailer. 1972 model.
for sale. Can be seen at
$21,500. Murray Bait
1505 Hermitage after
Co., call 753-5693.
3:30.
MAPLE DESK and chair
for sale, $35. Large sofa,
$95. Boys 26't-bicycle,
$15. Call 753-1877 or 7534074.

12 GAUGE SHOTGUN,
- antique, double barrel
with extra set of barrels.
Call 753-0228.

GIRLS 10 speed bicycle.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
With or* without child
suit, solid wood Electric
seat. Call 753-9798.
amp.
and
guitar
22 Musical
Electric welder, 50 amp
miscellaneous•
and
ORIGINAL STUDIO
items. Call 753-8127,
upright piano owned by
music teacher. Ex18. Sewing
cellent condition 5279725.
oliosas
7.104.4e.osch
EXPRESS YOURSELF
Needleart Shoppe
through Music. Learn to
Complete line of
play the Piano. For
and acmaterials
information call 437cessories for crochet,
4808.
knitting, needlepoint, latch-hook ,ad punch
needle rugs "ar types
embroider),. Tatting and
crochet cotton.

1-G.E. 12 Cu. ft., white
refrigerator-freezer.
$14.00 per month WAC.
For information call 7530595.

Hours are Mon.. Wed,
Fri., 10700-600. Tues.,
Thurs.& Sat., 10:00-900

BALDWEN PI)1)
NOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post office, Paris,
Tennessee.

310 jr,

111=11111111111
PIANO LESSONS, $1.25
for 45 minutes Beginners to fourth year. Call
Cindy Bazzell, 489-2671
after 4 p.m.
23 Exterminating

FBEE 3A1
Termite
Inspection

Air

Certified Ay EPA
Arbil Costly Awe Repeats

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control

27 Mobile Home Sales
12 Jr GO 3 BEDROOM, 1
acre lot. Near East
Elementary. $7500. Call
7534657.
12 x 52 MOBILE home.
$5,000 or $1500 and take
over payments. Call 7591039.
12 x 65 LANCELOT
MObile home. Completely furnished with
house furniture, central
heat
and
air,
2
bedrooms, 2 baths.
Located at Riviera Cts.
$4,500. Call 489-2729.

Nemo eased end weeded ever
leers. bs met dem my omelet end lee

1973 HOLIDAY 12 x 65 3
bedroom, 2 baths,
central air, washer and
dryer, all electric. Like
new. See at Riviera Ct.
753-3280 before 5, 4365524 after 6.

100 South 13th St.
Phone 753-3914
Roaches,Sliver Fish

and Shrubs

24 Miscellaneous
1-19 inch Zenith Color
TV., $23.00 per month
WAC. For information
call 753-0595.
26 TV Radio
WANTED-- Someone to
take up payments on 25"
color T.V. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
NEW
19"
Color
Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
T.V. SALE, T.V. Sale, T.
V. Sale! Zenith is the
best and Sissons sells
them for less. Our prices
can't be beat. Come to
Sissons T.V. Sales and
see. We service what we
sell. Highway 94, 17
miles West of Murray.
Call 382-2174 or 382-2743.
1-10 inch G.E. color
portable T.V., $14.00 per
month WAC. For information call 753-0595.
1-Repossessed Zenith
Console stereo with AMFM stereo, 8 track tape
and record changer,
$14.00 per month WAC.
For information call 7530595.

FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good condition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
m.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME spaces.
Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. South
16th Street. Call 7533855.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Ca 7 .y.).,1
30. Business Rentals
SMALL WAREHOL
or
shop 600 sq. ft. Good
condition. Call 753-8216
after 5.
32 Apartments For Rent
PRIVATE, NICE, carpet
furnished 4 room gas
heat, electric air and
cooking. Call 753-7400 8-5
p.m.

For Rent
Nice furnished apartment close to campus
for 2 or 3 college girls.
Phone 753-5865, after
6:00 call 753-5108.

32 Apartments for Rent
ARTMENT FOR
1600 Wiswell Road
across from Westvievr
Nursing Home. Carpet,
air condition, stove and
oven, garbage disposal,
refrigerator, dishi
washer, 2 bedrooms;
Utility room and bath.
$175 per month. Call 7533865.
nrAKTMENT
near
downtown Murray. Call
at noon or after 5, 753.4109.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS, WALKING from
MSU. Available this
weekend.
Utilities
furnished. Call 753-1812.
36. For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
753-8850
Brannack
between 8 and 5.
37 livestock

Supplies

CHESTNUT SADDLE
horse. Call 489-2548.
38 Pets

Supplies

LABRADOR
RETRIEVER puppies,
AKC, black or yellow.
Joe R. Davis, 577-9279.
HALF PERSIAN kittens.
Very nice. One calico,
one tan and white, one
tabby and white:
tt
753-8761.
41 Public Sales
YARD SALE Saturday
September 17th,• girls
clothes; sizes 10 and 12,
ladies
sizes
14
and 16. Numerous
miscellaneous items. 9
a.m.-4 p.m. 1203 Poplar.
YARD SALE, Saturday,
September 17 at 1704
West Olive. 31 years of
collectors items. Includes Seth Thomas
weight clock, old dinner
bell, serving tray glass
with walnut frame,
dolls, toys, sewing
machine, 20 in. bicycle
(for boy or girl), water
pitcher with 6 glasses
(grape pattern), bottles
of all kinds. Handmade
cedar chest, and much
more. 7:30 till ?

TODAY'S HOME IS TOMORROW'S INVESTMENT
Pictured below are some of Murray's finest homes listed for sale on the current Real Estate Market. Our sales representatives are available on a full-time basis
(at your convenience)to show you any of these featured homes and any other home listed through the Murray Multiple Listing Service. We look forward to serving you.

GATESBOROUGH HOME

GET INTO
1
2
This house has everything, 4 bedrooms, 2/
baths, 11 closets, formal dining room, pegged
SOMETHING COMFORTABLE
oak floor den with fireplace. Over 3,000 square Like this new fo4ir bedroom home with lovely
feet of living area, priced in the 60's.
design and ideal location near schools on quiet
street. Central heat and air and an economic
price make this home an excellent choice on
If you want to sell your home or other
today's
market. Phone us today for an approperty give us a call at 753-1222. Remempointment.
ber Everything we touch turns to sold!

1305 WELLS BLVD.

RENTAL INCOME
PROPERTY
Want an excellent investment and a well built
older home in good condition, much of which has
been redecorated? Suitable for owner to live
downstairs and rent 2 apartments upstairs or entire house could be rented as 4 apartments. Good
location close to downtown shopping. Price is
only $35,000.

PRIVACY IS PRICELESS

14 bedrooF home and 20 acres just listed. Frame
Cute bungalow located only 1,2 block from
home
invely
wooded
area
Murray State University Campus in lovely, quiet-.
With approximately
10 tendable acres. Good location 8 miles Norneigitborhood. Home has been recently
thwest of Murray. Fqr more information phone
redec rated and has large garden spot in
us anytime at 753-120e. We are working hard to
yard.'Better act fast, this one will sell soon.
provide the best possible service to you.
Pnced in the20's.

bait

Ph. 753-1222
(24 Hour Phone)
711 Main
White House Building

GOOD STARTER
.

COUNTRY LIVING
CITY CONVENIENCE

DESIGNED TO COLLECT
COMPLIMENTS

Good location only 11
/
2 miles from Murray,
modern 3 bedroom brick home on large lot.
Phone Kopperud Realty today for an appointment to see this lovely home.

ECONOMY
SPECIAL

Located ½ mile south of South Pleasant Grove
Church. Home is well constructed, has 2
fireplaces, several outside storage buildings including stock barn. Home is situated on beautiful
tree-shaded lot surrounded by scenic woods and
pastureland. Priced in the 30's.

Evenings Call:

Murray's Fastest Growing Realty
•

KOPPERUD
REALTY

Owners want offer on this like new 3 bedroom, 2
bath home in exclusive neighborhood. Home is
extremely attractive and tastefully decorated
and we would love to show it to you. Price
reduced to $48,500.

HOME AND 7 ACRES

Economic an comfortable 2 bedroom brick home
on large lot 6 miles iiht of Murray. Solid con- House and 1 acre on state line road near Hazel.
struction, hardwood floors, low utility bills and a Good starter home and priced at only $12,000!
very neat home inirie and out. Priced reduced to This is not a misprint!
$18,500.

REALTOR'

1

George Gallagher... 753-8129
Harry Patterson ...492-8302
Geri Anderson
753-7932
Bill Kopperud
753-1222

C
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Due to a large expansion for the 1978
season, we will be
selling an 11 year accumulation of antiques, along with
other items such as
canoes, Christmas
items, office equipment, grand piano,
wooden benches,
restaurant equipment, furniture and
appliances, gift
items, picnic tables,
lumber, railroad
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43 Real Estate

41 Public Sales

41 Public Sales

TWO PARTY Yard Sale.
Highway 641 North
Almo crossroads. All
sizes, types clothing,
miscellaneous
items.
Thursday-Saturday
9
a.m. until ?
GARAGE SALE - 509
Chestnut, Saturday,
September 17, 7:00 a.m.
to 2:00 p.m. Toys,
carpet, clothes,
miscellaneous.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. One mile on
Pottertosvl Road. Antiqur, Avon bottles..
GARAGE SALE, Friday
and Saturday at 410
South 10th.
THREE PARTY Carport
Sale. Infant throdgh
adult clothing including
maternity. clothes.
Dishes, odds and ends.
September 17, 8-? 520
Whitnell Ave.
SIX PARTY Yard Sale,
Friday and Saturday.
Highway 121 West end of
Coldwater. Quilt tops,
braid rugs, lots of odd
depression glass, much
oprn rose, hand ice
cream freezer, pictures,
fruit jar. Ladies and
childrens clothing,
shoes,
numurous
household items.
YARD SALE - Friday
and Saturday. September 16 and 17.
Puryear, TN west Main
Street. Time 9 a.m. -?
Lots of children clothes
and shoes, size 24
months to size 6. Lots of
mens and womens
clothing, all purpose and
winter dress coats.
Household items, some
furniture and a minibike.

SEVEN PARTY Garage
Sale, Friday 16 and
Saturday. 9 a.m. Avon
bottles, antiques,
bicycles, 4 Poodle dogs,
cheap trucks. lots of
everything. Go out 94
Lakestop
East
to
Grocery, turn left in
front the store on
Vancleve Rd. Don't call
before Friday 753-7847.
TWO FAMILY Super
Yard Sale. Loads of 5
cents and 10 cents items.
Clothes, some furniture,
tools, mens suits, size 44,
lots of miscellaneous.
Saturday,September 17,
505 South 7th 8-?
SIX PARTY Rummage
Sale, September 16 and
17 at American Legion
Hall. Avon, infants
through adult clothing,
furniture and all types of
glassware.
YARD SALE lots of good
stuff. 509 South 11th.
Saturday September 17.
8-4
•
RUMMAGE SALE. New
merfall,
winter
chandise. Saturday,
Bargain Barn, 13th and
Main, 9:30-4 p.m.
GARAGE SALE, rain or
and
Friday
shine
Saturday at the H and R
Block building, 903
Arcadia across from
City-Cotmty prk.
REDUCED TO $12,500
about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or
cleared for farm use.
Galloway Realtor, 505
Main, Phone 753-5842.
VACATION COTTAGE,
suitable for year around
living. 2 Bedroom
frame, completely
furnished, located on
Primrose Drive, Pine
Bluff Shores Subdivision. Just a short
distance from the water.
Priced at $6,750. Call
STINSON REALTY,
753-3744.
WE HAVE several pieces
property
lake
of
including
available
some choice water front
lots. Ask to see our
water front lots right on
the lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 7537531.

"In Business
Since 1956"
753-5646

It"F..'"

77f

WATERFRONT
Owner anxious to leave area and has reduced to
sell. Really nice cottage on 125 x 140 wooded lot
on waterfront. Has 2 bedrooms, large enclosed
porch. All carpted including the glassed in porch.
Washer, dryer, range afid refrigerator are included. Has extra electric pole and a septic tank
for a guest camper or trailer. Reduced to
818.000.00.

Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
Phone 753-7724
901 Sycamore Street
Member of Multiple listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587
Louise Baker, 753-2409
Prentice Dena, 753-5725
Jock Person, 753-8961
T.C. Collie 753-5122

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, Septerubor 17th
ii a. m. at the late Taylor Gooch home. Thee miles
mirth of Murray. Tura off of Righway 141 is Tim
Taylor Read,/
1
2 mile.
Will sell furniture, appliances, antique items, tools
and miscellaneous items. Electric stove,
refrigerator, washer and dryer, small appliances,
living room and bedroom furniture, dinette set, odd
dishes, cooking utensils, lamps, pictures, hand
tools, garden tiller, odds and ends. 1972 Allis
Chalmer pull type combine odd pieces of farm
equipment. For information call

435-1128 or 435-4144 Lynn Grove

o
pmAtto CANAI.
TALK
DURING

HAPPY HOUR

FOR SALE OR RENT
Tenn. Lake property to
qualified party - immediate .occupancy.
Quiet, comfortable,
private, within 350 yards
of water. Three corner
wooded lots. All electric
65 x 123 bedroom mobile
home completely furnished. Including 8'
freezer, washer and
dryer, central heat and
air, 8' x 12' utility room
added. 6' x 10' metal
building, circle drive.
Priced reasonable. Call
753-5668...
RECIPE FOR HOME
GROWN KIDS - Keep
them well rested in one
of 4 bedrooms, well fed
in the eat-in kitchen,
watered down in one of
the 2 bathrooms, well
adjusted
in
the
basement rec room.
What's for you? 2
fireplaces, shag carpeting, 7 closets and
peace of mind because it
doesn't cost a fortune.
Priced in the 20's.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.
FOR SALE - Brick
Duplex.
Three
bedrooms on 1 side, 2
bedrooms on other.
Carpet,electric heat, air
condition, disposals,
built-in electric stoves.
Owner will finance. Call
753-7861 days, 753-5079
nights.
FOR SALE by owner Lake front & lake view
lots on Ky. Lake in Pine
Bluff Shores also lots on
Barkley Lake. Terms
available. James D.
Futrell Real Estate Dev.
405 S. 4th St., Murray,
Ky. Day 753-7668 night
753-2394.

WHAT YOU'VE always
dreamed of! Country
living on 201
/
2 acres in
beautifully designed
home that offers perfect
livability for any family.
4 bedroom, 21
/
2 baths,
study, family room,
game room, fireplace
with' heatolator. Check
this opportunity of a
lifetime. Call for further
information, 753-8080, or
come by 105 N. 12th,
Boyd Majors Real
Estate.
HOME SWEET HOME Ever think of being a
gentleman farmer? Buy
this choice property and
your dreams will come
true. Homeand 40 acres
with lovely landscaped
surroundings and 5
ponds in wooded setting.
outbuildings,
Several
fenced area for holies,
pine forest with walking
trails
and
riding
meandering
to
a
beautiful 1 acre lake
surrounded by wooded
hillsides. You'll nOt see
another picture this
pretty in this area.
Phone us today at
Kbpperud Realty, 7531222. We are Murray's
fastest growing realty!
R EA LT OR S

-Sputh-12th at flymonspro
TELEPHONE 753.1851

41 Motorcycles
MINI BIKE. Just like
new. Call 753-8200.
1974 KZ 400 S Kawasaki
plus 2 helmets. $700. Call
759-1047.
1977 YAMAHA street
bike, like new with
extras, or trade for car
Call 436-2216.

FOR SALE BY OWNER
- Duplex & fourplex
lots with all utilities in
Stadium View Subdivision. Call or see
James D. Futrell Real
Estate Dev. 405 S. 4th
St., Murray, Ky. Day
753-7668 Night 753-2394.

NEAR STELLA. Nice 3
BR home with acre lot.
Large kitchen. 2 full
baths. Good'garden
spot. Ideal close in
country. $34,000. Wilson
Ins. & Real Estate. 7533263 anytime.
'

Waldrop Realty

Chester & Miller
Auction Service

BIG FAMILY? A 4
bedroom, 2'4 bath home
in Gatesborough, has all
built-ins, carpet,
fireplace in family
room. Central gas heat,
central air condition,
double garage, all
desirable features for
gracious living. Priced
in 60's. Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 FORD 24 TON truck.
Four wheel drive. Model
250. Large tires, straight
shift, radio, 28,500 miles.
Excellent condition.
$3,700. Call 753-3720,
o

43 Real Estate

OPPcRUD
REALTY!!!

V

"Your Key To Happy
House Hunting"
711 Nein 753-1222

44. lots For Sale
LARGE
WOODED
lakeview lots, lake
access - central water all weather streets. In
Keniana Sub. Call 4362473 or 436-5320.

1969 SEDAN De Ville
Cadillac. $1400. Call 7535434 or 753-4831 after 6
p.m.
1973
CHEVROLET
pickup Cheyene Super
10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
interior. Radial tires.
Transmission - needs
work. Call 354-6206 after
4 p. m.

49. Used Cars

Trucks

1971 FORD LTD,red with
white half vinyl roof.
Power steering, brakes
and air. $4,050. Call 4354238 after 5 p. m.
1973 V. W. SQUAREBACK,52,000 miles. Runs
good. $1000. Call 7691447.
REAL CLEAN 1965 Ford
Galaxie 500. Four door
sedan with 289 engine, 2
barrel. Air condition and
automatic. Call 435-4165
after 5 p.m.
1972 CAMARO good
condition. Power, air
AM-FM. Low price. Call
759-1598.
1973 MAVERICK, V-8, 4
door sedan, real good
condition. New snow
tires. $1750. Call 4365548.
EXCELLENT QUALITY
1969 Chevrolet pickup
short wide bed, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
Call 753-2495.

FOR SALE BY OWNER
50 Campers
GATESBOROUGH
- Large shaded lot on
HOME-This house has
WESTERN KY.TRAVEL
Doran Rd. 1.14 Acres or
everything, 4 bedrooms,
TRAILERS - complete
180 x 275. Could well be
21
/
2 baths, 11 closets,
1973 VOLKSWAGEN. Call
campers' store and
the best lot left in
formal dining room,
435-4115 after 5 p.m.
service deaprtznent at
Mutray. James D.
pegged Oak floor den
124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
Futrell, 405 S. 4th St.,
with fireplace. No way
Ky. Call 522-8507.
Murray, Ky. Day 753- LOCAL TRUCK, Heavy
Duty 1975 Dodge pickup,
can this many square
7668 or night 753-2394.
51 Services Offered
feet be reproduced at
power,
'double
automatic. Average PAINTING, interior and
this price. Let us show
45 Farms For Sale
retail $3,945, will sell for
you this beauty. Phone
exterior. By the hour or
$2,975. call 436-6680 after
Kopperud Realty, 753- 48 ACRE FARM. Apjob. Free estimate. Call
6 p.m.
1222 for more in753-N43.
proximately 35 acres
formation.
tendable, tobacco, corn
1973 PONTIAC Grand CUSTOM CARPET Care.
and bean land. Off High78 ACRE FARM with
Am. Two door. Air
Steam clean one room at
way 121, 2 miles N7- of
condition.
AM-FM
approximately 62 ten8 cents per sq. ft. and we
Call
1836.
on
Coldwater
stereo radio. Call 753dable acres. Priced in
will clean the hallway
489-2131.
0443, after 5 p.m.
50's. 25 ACRES with
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
over 1300 feet of high10' room would only be
1968 CAMARO stock with
way frontage and priced 35.5 ACRES,all fenced. 313
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
acres tendable. Three
Ftalley wheels. Call 492at $15,000.
WET BASEMENT? We
ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
8224 after 5:30.
THREE
BEDROOM
make wet basements
miles from Murray.
brick home and 23 acres,
dry, work completely
$38,000. Call 753-2280.
1963 24 TON Ford truck.
priced in the 40's and a
guaranteed. Call or
Just wrecked. 230 Cu. in.
good buy.
46. Homes For Sale
write Morgan Con4 speed. All but body in
ANOTHER CHOICE
struction Co., Route 2,
excellent condition.
LISTING - 3 bedroom
NICE NEW four bedroom
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
Must sell $100. Call 753home and 12 acres.
house with 2'2 baths,
42001. Phone day or
5058 after 4 p.m.
Located 7'2 miles from
family room
with
night 442-7026.
Murray. Large pole
fireplace and formal „TYR 1974 British hand
barn on property and all
dining room. Priced in
built sports car. Blue, LICENSED ELECacreage fenced. Phone
TRICIAN prompt efthe 50s. Must see to
sun roof limited edition.
Kopperud Realty, 753ficient
service. NO job
Call
753appreciate.
Low mileage. Call 7531222 for information on
too small. Call Ernest
3903.
2645.
all our farm listings.
White, 753-0605.
1974 VEGA HATCHBACK GENERAL BACKHOE
NEW
LISTING
- THREE BEDROOMS, 2
baths. 24 x 52 home on
automatic, $895. 1972
Luxurious 4 bedroom, 2
work, gravel hauling
block foundation.
V.W. Squareback
bath home in excellent
top soil. Call Joe
and
Electricity, water,
automatic, $995. Call
neighborhood. Central
Beard, 436-2306.
insystem
sewerage
489-2595.
gas
heat, central
stalled. Has electric
electric air, den with
WILL HAUL LIME or
furnace, air conditioner, FOR RENT - New
fireplace,
LARGE
white rock or sand. Call
dishelectric stove,
economy car, full-size
bedrooms, abundant
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
Immediate
washer.
auto, pickup or 12
closets, gas grill on
753-4545.
occupancy. On large
passenger van. Murray
patio, well landscaped
wooded lot. Take Rt. 121
Leasing, Inc. 753-1372. ELECTRIC
WIRING
lawn with lots of
South to New Concord,
home and industrial, air
TREES. Priced in the
1969 FORD pick-up - conditioning, and
then Rt. 444 to Keniana
40's. Phone Kopperud
Ranger V-8 automatic
Sub. office. Call 436-2473
refrigeration. heating.
Realty, 753-1222 for an
with air. In good
or 436-5320.
Call 474-8841.
appointment to see this
condition with insulated
fine home.
topper. Call 1-354-6217 ELECTRICAL WIRING BY OWNER -3 bedroom
after 4 p. m.
/
2 baths, large
brick, 11
home or industrial. Call
READY TO MOVE INTO
kitchen-den, wall to wall
Charles Cooksey after 6
-South 13th, 4 bedroom
carpet,3 walk in closets, 1967 MUSTANG, good
p.m. 436-5896.
home within walking
shape inside and out.
attached garage, double
distance of University
driveway.
Call 753-0066 or 753-2482. HAVING TROUBLE
concrete
and Elementary School.
central
Economical
gas
getting those small
All appliances, drapes
heat. Central electric air 1968 CAMARO needs
plumbing jobs done?
included. Wall to wall
work. Call '767-2512
conditioning with
Then call 753-6614.
carpet, well kept home
betweeh 5 and 7 p.m.
thermostatically
conwith economical gas
roof.
fan
in
trolled
PROFESSIONAL carpet
heat. Wilson Ins. and
$35,900. 1701 Magnolia. 1971 TORINO GT. Power
and furniture cleaning.
Real Estate, 753-3263
steering, air, 2 door
Call 753-7906.
Servicemister
offers
anytime.
hardtop. Dark Green.
steam or dry foam
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
47. Motorcycles
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
1969 DATSUN pickup.
finest homes for over 30
1972 YAMAHA motor$750. Call 753-8124.
years..and are Number 1
cycle for sale or trade.
Rl;ALTY
in the professional
Excellent condition. 1971 V.W. SUPER Beetle.
cleaning business today.
Must sell. Call 753-4865
With air. Good conFor, a special inafter 6 p.m.
dition. $900. Call 753troductory offer for July
0797.
and August, all carpet
and furniture cleaning
will be
performed
A REAL GARAGESALE
1966
Scotchguard free of
charge. Also contract
MUSTANG
Friday and Saturday,8a. m. to 6p. m.
daily. weekly
cleaning
Conirertile
Two antique wicker chairs, crafts, good used
or monthly. Call Ser.
ladies famous name clothing, good used shoes,
vicemaster, 753-0259
Nice. Call
toys, lots of household items,good used childrens
today.
753-8124
clothing. This is a several party sale by women
FOR BACKHOE and
.from the Farmington area. Located in the
bulldozing needs. Call
garage in Tri City Highway 94.
• 1971 GRAND 'VILLE
437-4533 or after 8 p ni
coupe, radio, power
354-8161 or 3544138
tape, air,.4adial tires,
excellent condition. Also
-1970 Duster, 6 cylinder,
automatic, one owner,
low milea,ge. Call 4362427.
QUAL1,17 SERVICE
1965 FORD PICKUP.
Company Inc. Air conis now working at Leta's Beauty Salon,
Custom cab, nice. 6
dition sales and serTuesday, Wedne§day and Saturday.
cylinder, straight shift.
vice. Modern sheet
1600 Dodson Ave. Call now for ap$750. Call 753-8124.
metal
department.
pointment 753-8282.
Larry
Wisehart,
1971 FORD PINTO,39,800_
President. Phone 753actual miles. Call 753'9290.
0649 or 753-3732.

51 Services ()tiered

51 Services Offered

DRIVEWAYS and
parking area white
rocked and graded. Riprap delivered and
placed. Clifford.
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p. m.

KIM Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning, awnings,
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house. siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
INSULATION SAVES
$$$$. Rockwool insulation blown attics
and walls. Financing
Free
available.
estimates. Call 753-3316.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.
LIGHT HAULING and
work.
Free
yard
estimates. Call 753-5567.

TREES TRIMMED and
cut. Call 753-4707.
YOUNGBLOOD'S
ROOFING. Commercial
and residential. General
carpentry. 10 years
experience. Call 759-1574
after 5 p. m.
GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas inwill
stallation
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears continuous gutters
FOR YOUR septic tank
installed per your
and backhoe work
specifications.
Call
needs. Also septic tank
Doug _Taylor at 753-2310 - cleanimt.----Call --Johnfor free estimates.
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
BABYSITTING: Will do
high heat and cooling
babysitting in my home
bills. Call Doug Taylor
you work, or have an
at 753-2310 for free
Exout.
evening
estimates.
perience. Call 753-6421,
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
on any type of furniture.
Pree estimates. Call 7539753.

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

RENT RINSENVAC
No Ober "4•41-yotirseN"
motbod down carpets es...
LUNT33 pound portable powerhouse does all the work

ematettYcleans, rinses and vacuum
out deep down dirt and
grime in I single sweep

WOULD LIKE to babysit
in my home. Can furnish
references. Call 7538227.

ECONINIUULLYcacaos the way
prolessioneLs do-at
a fraction of the coat
YOU SAVE UP TO
$25.00 PER ROOM.'

MOTHER OF THREE
year old would like to
babysit children
enrolled in city morning
schools. School transportation provided.
References. Call 7538153.

own rror seriv sit.00•rin
8.1-Air Decor Store
.1~ 70 1611
IMLAY f

WILL DO housecleaning,
or sit with elderly. Call
474-8834.

54 Free Column
TWO KITTENS, 8 weeks
old. House broken. One
male and 1 female. Call
,753-6045.

BARN SPRAYING
Nos Minot* Odl

753-8343

THREE KITTENS and
mother cat Call 4374845. .

Save! Save,
20 Mile
Free Delivery
and owe. Complete and
Flosrod, rowdy te me. Or boy e
needy to asemble 114 up to 24:60 stondord, but will precut any size
Sloop tlie rest then awe tit Costes. WIN mid boy tbe best
for less.

M BURT MIAMI BUILDINGS 753.1114

OUR MILLION
DOLLAR CLIENTS

QUALITY

Loretta lobs Rea/tors are proud to introduce to you and
welcome to Murray Mr and Mrs. Rolan Conoley from
Bremerton, Washington. The Conoley's have purchased
the Ron Mitchell property. Loretta lobs represented both
the ConoleSs and the Mitchell; in the transaction.
Thank you, our many satisfied clients. and thank you,
Rolan and Karen, for being our $1,000,000 sale_Who will
be our 52.000,000g
Shown in the picture dosing the loan is Rolan Conoley,
Loretta lobs. Broker Karen Conoley and Reid Hearn,
e-President of Sec urity Federal Sayings and loan.

SHARON KELSO

in

Zre

it)

OSs
After Howl:
Loretta lobs - 753-6079

Helen Spann 753-8579

res

• 753-1492
1200 Sycamore

Ball Payne - 7.1-1117414
Brenda losses - 753-86611
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Rev. Glenn Armstrong To
Speak, Memorial Revival
The Rev. Glenn Armstrong
will be the evangelist at the
revival services to be held at
the Memorial Baptist Church
starting Sunday, September
18, and continuing through
Thursday, September 22.
Services will be at seven
p.m. Sunday, at 7:30 p.m.
Monday through Thursday,
and at twelve noon Tuesday

The Calloway county
Association of Retarded
through Thursday with lunch Citizens will meet Monday,
at 12:30 p.m., according to the September 19, at 7:30 p. m. in
church pastor, the Rev. the second flock auditorium of
the Special Education building
Jerrell White.
Rev. Armstrong is presently at Murray State University.
A filmstrip "Religious
serving as pastor of the
Beaver Dam Baptist Church, Education For Retarded
Beaver Dam. Prior to this People" will be shown. All
church he served the Spring members and interested
Street Baptist Church, Mt. persons are invited to attend,
Sterling, from 1961-67. He .a spokesman said.
served two termons on the
Executive Board of the
Kentucky Baptist Convention
Prices of stock of local interest Si noon
and as moderator of the Ohio EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
County Baptist Association Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray. are as follows
during 1973-75.
24% +4
ubletn Inc.
The evangelist is the son of He
49% Ai
.
McDonalds Corp.
134 -%
the late Mrs. Brownie Ann- Ponderosa Systems

Mrs. Willard Brake

. 43,4 -4
Kimberly Clark
. 45,4 -54
Union Carbide
. 27% unc
.
W R. Grace
28% we
Texaco
. 5354 +44
General Elec.
10 one
GAF Corp
Georgia Pacific ..........23%
26% +ks
Pfizer
274 -%
Jim Walters
16% one
Kirsch
38% -%
'Disney
8.44 -,
1
Franklin Mint

Dies At Age 44;
Funeral Friday
Mrs. Willikrd 'Eunice
Brake of Murray Route Five
died Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
at the Methodist Hospital,
Memphis, Tn. She was 44
years of age and her death
followed an extended illness.
The Calloway woman WaS a
former employe of the Food
Services ,Department of
Murray State University. She
and her_ husband, who survives and is employea with
Fisher-Price, moved to this
county about five years ago.
Born October 31, 1932, in
Clarksville, Tn., she was the
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Perry.
Mrs. Brake is survived by
her husband, Willard:. three
daughters, Mrs. Betty Bray,
New Concord, Mrs. Shirley
Troy, Detroit, Mich., and Mrs.
Wanda Fay Downs, Wichita
Falls, Texas; one son. Willard
Brake. Jr., Belleville, Mich.;
four grandchildren. Michelle
Renee Downs, Jason, Ann,
and David Brake; three
sisters and four brothers.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at two p.in at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating
and Mrs. Oneida White
playing the organ. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home. .

Prices of stocks of local Interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I M Simon Co. are as follows:
.... +2.43
Indust. Avg
27% uric
Airco
4 unc
Am. Motors
29. +54
Ashland 011
62%
+%
A T.& T.
44,
4 +%
Ford Motor Co.
54,4 -%
Gen. Dynamics
69 +As
Gen Motors
- 24% -%
7 .
_ Geri:_Tter.
21% -%
Goodrich.,.......
. 27% unc
...
Gulf Oil ...
33% -+i%
Pennwalt
23% +%
Quaker Oats .
23 -48
Republic Steel
23% unc
Singer Mfg
10%
Tappan .
18% one
Western Union
... 16'4 one
Zenith Radio

Rey. Glenn Armstrong
strong of Murray and is a
graduate of Kirksey High
School. He attended Murray
State University and received
his B. A. from Georgetown
Baptist College, and his B. D.,
Nl.R.E., and D. Min. from the
Southern Baptist Theological
The Spring Creek Baptist
Seminary, Louisville. He and Church will hold its annual
his wife. Elaine, have four homecoming on Sunday,
children -- Glenna, Gwen- September 18, with Sunday
dolyn, Mark, and Amy.
School at ten a.m., worship
The public is invited to service at eleven a.m. with the
attend the services at the pastor, the Rev. Tom Powell,
church, said Rev. White.
as speaker, basket dinner at
rioon, and gospel singing with
LAKE DATA
Dwane Jones as master of
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. ceremonies in the afternoon.
355.8, down 0.1.
Donations for the upkeep of
Below dam 302.3, down 0.3. '"ffie cemetery will be taken at
355.8,
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m.
the homecoming, but if unable
up 0.1.
to attend the donations may be
0.9.
down
302.8,
Below dam
mailed to Lexie Watson, Route
Sunset 7-:06 p. m. Sunrise Two, Murray, Ky.
6:38 a.m.

Spring Creek Will
HoldHomecoming

Hog Market

New Shipment
Shrubbery
For Fall Planting
Flowers
and
Greeouse

Juanita'
s

753-3880

Federal State Niws ServicesSeptember
15, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes S Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1050 Est. 800 Barrows &
Gilts fully quarter lower Sows steady SO higher
$40.50-40.75
US 1-2 200-230 lbs' A
640.25-40.50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs.
839.50-40.25
240-2601bs
US 2-4
$38.75-39.50
US 3-4200-280 lbs. ...
Sows
$34.00-35.00
US 1-2 270-3501bs.
$33.00-34.00
US 1-3 300-500 lbs. ....
US 1-3 500-650 lbs. $34.00-35.50 few 36.00
$32.0033.00
US 2-3 300-50011w.
Boars 24.00-27.00

TOSE MINOR
TWIN/DAYS
(*SUMMER

ArDODGE

IT SUMMEIMME AND 111E DODGE
DEALS ARE EAR
DODGE DIPLOMAT FOUR-DOOR.
Somme, Is herr,' Arri
dealm on all the great Dodo,
car, •
'
MOO, Dodges lace thr. smart nr,r,
nr.
the most 1,end.shly SPd../CtIVP
today Easy to rnaneu•rer and sedu(*,,rly.
affordable too Diplomats a rnto.sZr md—
luXury Cgr with clean classic lines And A '
of standard features that will rnairr you ree,amne
your idea of what luxury cars eV'
,
fit ')I.
' f
Standard features that inciudo

A 318 CO with Elect nrc Lean Bum System
TorctueFlite automai,c transmission
Fully padded vinyl roof
Power front disc /rear drum brakes
Power steering
Transverse torsion-bar front
suspension
Deluxe wheel covers
Radial-ply tires
Space Saving spare tire.

Dodge

Jim Fain Motors
1110 Sy-owners

AF Plane
Crashes,
20 Dead

STOCK MARKET

[Funerals

917 Coldwater

Calloway ARC Will
Hold Meet Monday

753-0632

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
(API — An Air Force plane
slammed into a mountain and
exploded shortly after take
off, killing all 20 persons
aboard, military officials said.
"One big fireball and that
was it," a nearby resident said
crash
the
after
late
Wednesday night.
Air Force crews using flares
and helicopter spotlights
reeovered at least 15 bodies
dawn
before
today.
Authorities said they did not
know whether all of the
were
victims
military
personnel.
The four-engine jet crashed
near the top of Manzano
Mountain at 11:45 p.m., just
three minutes after takeoff
from Kirtland Air Force Base.
An air traffic controller said
he tried to warn the pilot the
plane was in trouble.
"The first indication we had
he was in trouble was when
the radar showed he was too
close to the mountain and
flying too low," said the
controller.
"We hit him on the guard
frequency and told him to turn
right and climb ... but be
never did," he said.
The
jet
was
a
communications aircraft
based at Seymour Johnson Air
Force Base in Goldsboro, N.C.
An Air Force spokesman said
kt.nas on a training mission
and was on its way to Nellil
Air Force Base in Nevada.
The EC135, described as a
"modified 707," stopped in
Albuquerque 11; refuel, the
spokesman said.
The plane crashed about
8,500 feet up the Manzano
Mountain range, about five
miles east of the Kirtland
runway.

Lance Insists He Will Not
Resign As Testimony Begins

Peter Conn To Speak
On MSU Campus Friday

State Officials Urge Ground
Under Bird Roosts Left Alone
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Local health departments
have been asked by state
officials not to disturb the
ground under blackbird roosts
because it can be a source of
histoplasmosis infection in
humans.
Histoplasmosis
commonly known as "histo"
— is a respiratory ailment
caused by breathing in the
spores of a mold sometimes
found in soil covered with bird
droppings.
The state Department for
Human Resources issued the

warning on the basis of an
.xtensive study of blackbird
roosts by Dr. Ted Pass, a
microbiologist at Morehead
State University.
Pass, under a grant from
National
Science
the
Foundation, has studied 15
roosts across the state to
were
which
determine
contaminated with histo
spores. He found that
approximately half were
contaminated.
Pass said in an interview
Tuesday that he' expects
to complete laboratory work

anti to complete results Dy
mid-October. However, he
said another 25 roosts in
Kentucky still need to be
surveyed and tested for histo.
Tom Dorman,a staff aide to
Gov Julian Carroll, said the
governor is interested in
continuing the survey of bird
roosts.
Pass said preliminary
findings indicate most bird
roosts need to be two to three
years old before the soil below
becomes infected with histo
spores, although he said some
older bird roosts have not
tested positive to histo.
However, if a roost has been
disturbed — that is bulldozed
for a subdivision or plowed up
for a soybean field — spore
loads above normal rates are
carried in the air to areas
Kunztler Program, Deutzcher around the roost he said,
Academizcher Austanz- thereby increasing the
chdient, Buro Berlin, Ger- potential for histo infection in
humans who live in the area.
many.

Sculptor To Present
Guest Lecture Locally
California sculptor Don
Potts will present a guest
artist lecture with slides,
videotape, and film in Cadiz
on Monday, Sept. 19, and at
Murray State University on
Tuesday evening, Sept. 20
Open to the public at no
admission
charge, the
programs are scheduled at
9:30 a.m. on Monday at the
Trigg County Middle School
and at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in
Room 423 of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center at Murray
State.
His presentation is the first
of a series of visiting artist
appearances scheduled during
the year at Murray State and
in the surrounding area The
series is made possible by
grants from the Kentucky
Arts Commission and the
National Endowment for the
Arts in conjunction with the
Department of Art at Murray
State.
Potts, who earned the B A
degree at San Jose Calif
State College and the M A
degree at the Universit
Iowa, has worked at the
University of Iowa, the Joslyn
,Art Museum in Omaha, and
the La Jolla Museum of Art
and the Pasadena Art
Museum in California.
His one-man shows have
been displayed at the Denver
Art Museum, the Walker Art
Center in Minneapolis, the
Whitney Museum of American
Art in New York, the
University Art Museum at the
University of California at
Berkeley, and the Mugeurn of
Contemporary Art in Chicago
Among his awards are the
National Endowment Arts
Fellowship Grant; the 1.4,y,is
Comfort Tiffany Foundation
Grant; and the Berliner

resign. I'm beginning to think most
people are wrong and that he's going to
stay."
Baker; In a meeting with reporters,
also said criticism of Lance and the
Carter administration's response to it
did not appear to be hurting President
Carter's legislative program in
Congress.

having his day before the committee.
WASHINGTON (AP)— Bert Lance is
confounded
the
But
Lance
insisting he will not resign as director of
speculation, telling reporters for the
the Office of Management and Budget,
second straight day Wednesday that he
even after he completes his testimony
will stick to his post.
committee
a
Senate
before
Senate Republican Leader Howard
investigating his financial affairs:
Baker of Tennessee, after watching
TheSenate Governmental Affairs
Lance on television, said, "He had the
Committee, which originally approved
look of a man who wasn't going to
Lance's appointment to the White
House post, had heard a week of
testimony on Lance's financial past
before getting the former Georgia
banker on the stand today.
,Lance, a long-time friend of
President Carter, worked for several
hours in his office Wednesday night,
preparing a statement for the
committee. He arrived home after
Dr. Peter Conn, secretary for the
midnight and told waiting reporters his
Kentucky Department of Human
mood was"very good."
Resources, will be on the Murray State
In the last week,as the congressional
University campus Friday, Sept. 16, to
panel heard testimony from a variety of
keynote the first of three West
steadfastly
Lance
witnesses,
Kentucky conferences dealing with
maintained that he did no wrong in his
problems, services and other areas
years as a banker.
pertinent to personnel who work with
But the committee also heard
older Americans.
government
from
'allegations
investigators that the banks Lance
Dr. Conn is scheduled to speak at 1:30
p.m., opening the second session of the
headed were inefficientlyt and
improperly run,that Lance and his wife
day-long conference in Rooms 226 and
228 in Roy Stewart Stadium. Speaking
overdrew their accounts,in six figures
at 8:40 a.m. in the morning session will
And that the Georgian had used
be Dr. James Thorson, associate
bankowned aircraft for private or
political use.
professor and co-cordinator of
academic affairs at, the University of
In addition, there were -statements
Nebraska.
about large loans to Lance from big
Murray State President Constantine
banks ;that had special relationships
W. Curris will welcome the group to the
with his bank, including so-called .
campus, and after Dr. Thorson and Dr.
-correspondent" accounts in which
Conn speak, round-table discussions by
Lance's bank placed money in the
the participants will be held.
_larger biffilt.s, but drew no interest.
The series of conferences, which have
Probably the question in which the
been coordinated-by Dr. K. M. George,
senators have the most interest is
a professor of sociology at Murray
whether., as some of them suggested
State, have been funded through the
during the hearings, Lance helped
coaceal information that they say 'Department of Health, Education and
Welfare with funds provided under
would have caused them to reject his
confirmation as budget director.
provisions of Title IV-A of the Older
Americans Act.
While the President first defended
These .funds, in turn, have been
Lance, then settled into a silence about
directed to the local level from the area
his troubles, there were unofficial
agency on aging of the Purchase Area
suggestions from White House workers
that Lance would have to leave after
Development District.

The second conference is scheduled
for Sept. 19 at Barkley Lodge as the
Pennyrile Area Aging Conference. Dr.
Thorson again will be the principal
speaker at the morning session, while
other speakers will include:
Mrs. Frances Baccus, Eddyville,
chairman of the Regional Aging
Council; John Adams, Executive
director of the, Pennyrile Area
Development District; and Dr. George,
who teachers a class at Murray State
University dealing with problems of the
aged.
State Sen. Pat McCuiston,Pembroke,
will be the keynote speaker at 1:30 p.m.
The third and final conference, the
Green River Area Aging Conference,
will be held Sept. 23 at Owensboro. Dr.
Bill Bell, research co-ordinator for the
University of Nebraska programs
dealing with the aged, will be the
principal speaker for the morning
session, while Richard Lewis, Benton
attorney/ and
former
chief
administrative assistant to Kentucky
Gov. Julian Carroll, will be the key
speaker in the afternoon.
It is hoped that the conferences can
be held yearly, according to Dr.
George, since the area of dealing wfth
the problems of the aged is gaining
rapidly in area, regional and national
importance and because of the
increasing number of elderly
Americans.

You always find great bargains like this
when you come downtown.
From 10:30 a.m. til 8:00 p.m. Friday,
Sept. 16th and from 10:30 a.m. tit 2 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 17th.
All The

Catfish
Cole Slow, White Beans, French Fries 8
Hushpuppies you can eat.. plus FREE
Homemade Ice Cream
$*59
Only

Rudy's Restaurant
Court Square

GIRLS DEPT.
New Shipment of Girls
Sportswear By -MItey Miss 6:Les Girls"
Good Selection of Girls

Dresses Sizes 2 thru 14 $10.99 UP
One Rack Girls
New Shipment Girls I
Panties-Briefs-Bikinis I Jeans re'g 6 slim 20% OFF

Men's & Boys Dept.
New Shipment Men's

Sport Hats Sizes

to 7 5 8

New Shipment Men's Rubber

LADIES DEPT.

Boots
Northerner 42 Red Boll. All Sizes
trup

Meh's Work mcks 3 '1.89
Men's Suits 8 Sport

Coats '10.00 OFF
One Table Men's Long Sleeve Dress 8 Sport

New Shipment Ladies
Brushed Nylon

All Ladies

I Coats 10% OFF

Gowns, Pajamas, Robes
All Ladies

Jrs , Misses .8 Holt Sizes

Dresses

10% OFF

Shirts Reg fa 99 SALE 5.99
Men's Flannel American Made

Shirts ,ixes S-M -L- XL

44

Good Selectron Men's Lightweight

Jackets Smell thru XL
•
lit!*

Good Selection Men's Leather work

Shoes

sizes 64 thru 12 Widths C thru EEE

Men's 8 Boys Converse Canvas
fl 22
owe
ShOeS tow cuts high tops Reg 12 99 SALE

Settle
Workman
Downtown Shopping
Center
Sleep Settie-Weriumee, Downtown Shopping Coder,
where yee will fled wedity iwerclieedise at reesesehle
•
price. Clothes ter Hoe satire focally.

4m,emwmieewe VIII MN

New Shipment Men's & Boys Dress 8 Casual
One Group Boys HI-Top Canvas

Shoes col.; Block

Whlts13.99

&4.99

All ChIldrons

Coats 10% OFF

We Appreciate Your Business

-

